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Abstract
This thesis details the development of expertise and tools required for the study of
amino acids deposited on Au(111), with a primary focus on the design and test-
ing of a Knudsen cell for controlled deposition of L-cysteine and L-methionine. An
ultra-high vacuum preparation chamber designed by Dr. Katie Mitchell and built
by Torrovap Industries Inc. was installed. This chamber is connected to the existing
scanning tunneling microscopy chamber via a gate valve, and both chambers can op-
erate independently. Various instruments such as a mass spectrometer, quartz crystal
microbalance, ion source, and sample manipulator were installed on the preparation
chamber. Scanning tunneling microscopy was performed on both homemade and
commercial Au(111) thin lms. High resolution images of "herringbone" reconstruc-
tion and individual atoms were obtained on the commercial thin lms, and optimal
tunneling conditions were determined. A Knudsen cell was designed to be mounted
on the preparation chamber. The Knudsen cell operates over the temperature range
300   400K, with temperatures reproducible to 0:5K, and stable to 0:1K over
a ve minute period. Reproducible deposition rates of less than 0:2Å/s were ob-
tained for both L-cysteine and L-methionine. Electron impact mass spectrometry
and heat of sublimation measurements were performed to characterize the e¤usion of
L-cysteine and L-methionine from the Knudsen cell. The mass spectrometry results
suggest that L-cysteine was decomposing at 403K while L-methionine was stable
during e¤usion. Heats of sublimation of 168:333:2 kJ=mol and 156:510:1 kJ=mol
were obtained for L-cysteine and L-methionine respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The eld of biological surface science is an area of increasing interest [1]. One
particular area of interest is the surface immobilization of biomolecules which is im-
portant for the development of biosensors [2] [3]. Particularly, targeting biomolecules
onto electrodes modied with self-assembled monolayers has received considerable
attention for biosensor fabrication [4].
A biosensor is considered to be any sensor that responds selectively and reversibly
to the concentration or activity of a chemical species (biomolecule) in a biological
environment [5]. Virtually all biological processes involve a type of biological mole-
cule known as a protein [6]. Proteins in living organisms do such things as produce
energy, ght disease, propagate nerve impulses, and act as receptors to bind specic
foreign material in the body [7]. Proteins are linked to many diseases such as Cystic
Fibrosis, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, Huntingtons, Parkinsons, and Alzheimers
[8]. It is no wonder that the detection of proteins is a valuable tool in biology and
medicine. The detection of a protein or lack there of, inherent in a particular disease
can be used as a tool in diagnosis and in monitoring the e¤ectiveness of treatment.
Furthermore, a protein sensitive biosensor could be incorporated into an automated
drug delivery system, for example to provide controlled release of insulin (a protein
produced in the pancreas) in diabetes patients [1] [7].
A diagram of a biosensor is shown in Figure 1.1. The receptive/organic adlayer
is usually a receptor protein that senses changes in its environment (i.e. interaction
with a biomolecule). The receptor must be selective and interact with the biomole-
cule of interest and only that biomolecule. Upon interaction, most often a change
in shape or charge distribution is induced in the receptor. That change is detected
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of typical biosensor. Biomolecules come into
contact with the organic/metal interface. They are then immobilized
and detected. After detection the biomolecules are released back into
the environment.
by the transducer and then converted into an electrical signal. The signal is then
amplied and processed into a usable output [5] [7] [9] [10].
In order for biosensors to function, the receptor proteins must be anchored to the
inorganic/metal layer in such a way that their structure (and thus function) is not
a¤ected and, at an appropriate density (not too crowded or too far apart) [3]. Self-
assembled monolayers, which are created when molecules assemble themselves into
complex and well-dened two dimensional structures through a balance of molecule-
molecule and molecule-surface interactions, have received considerable attention as
anchor layers for biosensors [11] [12] [13]. Amino acids (the building blocks of
proteins) and peptides (chains of amino acids) are interesting candidates for the
formation of self-assembled monolayers for biosensors, since they exhibit a range
of di¤erent intermolecular interactions and also can link readily to proteins [14].
However, before functional overlayers and devices can be developed, the fundamental
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interactions of amino acids with an organic/metal surface must be understood.
Biosensors function in an aqueous environment, which will have a signicant
e¤ect on surface structure and interactions. However, the aqueous environment is
quite complex, and many questions concerning the fundamental interaction of amino
acids with an inorganic/metal surface can best be addressed in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) studies [15] [16] [17].
While there are many interesting amino acid/surface systems to study, L-cysteine
and L-methionine on Au(111) were chosen for this work for several reasons. A
Au(111) surface is a good prototype substrate for a biosensor. This is because
Au(111) has large (hundreds of nanometers) atomically at terraces which allow,
essentially, "defect free" formation of self-assembled monolayers [18]. Au(111) is
also easy to prepare, is relatively inert, and binds molecules terminated with a thiol
( SH) group. L-cysteine is particularly interesting to study on Au(111) because it
is terminated with a thiol group. It is also of pivotal importance in the structure
of large biomolecules such as proteins and enzymes, and can often be found on their
boundary [13]. L-methionine is the only other sulfur containing amino acid. It
contains an S   CH3 group that is less reactive than the thiol group of L-cysteine
[6]. This makes it interesting to study in comparison to L-cysteine.
A wide variety of studies on the L-cysteine/Au(111) interface have been per-
formed in the past, both on solution-deposited and vacuum-deposited samples, us-
ing techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy, density functional theory, and
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [13] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. Together
these results indicate that there is likely a complex, coverage-dependent behavior
of the electronic and structural properties of the L-cysteine/Au(111) interface that
is not yet well understood. To the best of our knowledge, no studies of the L-
methionine/Au(111) interface have been reported to date.
The goal of this thesis was to develop the expertise and tools needed to perform
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments on Au(111) and to deposit low
coverages of L-cysteine and L-methionine on Au(111). This involved the installation
of a UHV preparation chamber, the preparation of Au(111) thin lm samples and
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their imaging with STM in UHV, and the design, construction and testing of a
Knudsen cell (K-cell) for evaporation of L-cysteine and L-methionine.
The main body of the thesis begins in Chapter 2 with a brief review of the
background theory related to this project. Chapter 3 describes the experimental
setup, including the installation of the preparation chamber. The results of Au(111)
thin lm preparation and STM imaging are presented in Chapter 4. A description
of the K-cell design can be found in Chapter 5. Results relating to the sublimation
of L-cysteine and L-methionine from the K-cell are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter
7 presents conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter starts with an overview of background theory related to amino acids
and proteins, followed by a discussion of metal surfaces, including the reconstruction
of Au(111) and the concept of adsorption. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
was used to study Au(111), so a brief discussion of the theory is introduced. Also
included is a discussion on Knudsen cell (K-cell) e¤usion. Background theory related
to the quartz crystal microbalance (used to measure deposition rates) and to heat of
sublimation measurements (performed using the K-cell) close the chapter.
2.1 Biological Molecules
Many biological processes involve proteins [6]. For example, the protein myoglobin
transports oxygen in muscle. Proteins are made up of a repertoire of 20 amino
acids. The amino acids that constitute the protein and their order determine its
structure. Here the general properties of amino acids including structure and chirality
are introduced, and specic properties of L-cysteine and L-methionine are included.
Bonding of amino acids and the four levels of protein structure are discussed in the
end.
2.1.1 Amino Acids
All amino acids are made up of four groups: an amino group (NH2), a carboxyl
group (COOH), a hydrogen atom (H), and a side chain (distinctive R group). The
four groups are bonded to a central carbon (C) atom. Cysteine has the side chain
CH2SH [26]. The SH portion of the side chain is called a thiol group. The molecular
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arrangement of cysteine is shown in Figure 2.1. Amino acids can exist in a neutral
or zwitterionic (polar) state. In the zwitterionic form the amino group has a positive
charge (NH+3 ) and the carboxyl group has a negative charge (COO
 ) as shown in
Figure 2.1. Methionine has a side chain-(CH2)2SCH3. The molecular arrangement
of methionine is shown in Figure 2.2. Many molecules involved in processes necessary
i) ii)
Figure 2.1: Molecular structure of cysteine. i) Molecular arrangement
of neutral L-cysteine (note: aqua spheres represent hydrogen atoms).
ii) Molecular arrangement of L-cysteine in the zwitterionic form.
for life have a property called chirality (from the Greek word for "hand"). A molecule
is chiral if it lacks a plane of symmetry (see Figure 2.3). When the molecule has
a plane of symmetry, it is said to be achiral (see Figure 2.3). All chiral molecules
exist in two forms. These two forms, conventionally labeled L (levorotatory) - and
D (dextrorotatory) - isomers, are non-superimposable mirror images of each other
(exactly like our left and right hands) [27]. Examples of the L-isomer and D-isomer
forms of an amino acid are shown in Figure 2.4 . Only L-isomers are constituents of
proteins [28]. It is thus advantageous to study L-cysteine and L-methionine because
they are involved in biological processes.
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i) ii)
Figure 2.2: Molecular structure of methionine. i) Molecular arrange-
ment of neutral L-methionine (note: aqua spheres represent hydrogen
atoms). ii) Molecular arrangement of L-methionine in the zwitterionic
form.
i) ii) Plane of Symmetry
Figure 2.3: Molecular chirality. i) Chiral molecule (no plane of
symmetry present). ii) Achiral molecule (plane of symmetry present).
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Figure 2.4: The two amino acid molecules are the same except for
the fact that their spatial arrangement is di¤erent. The two molecules
are mirror images of one another. Because there is no way one can
rotate one molecule to make it have the same spatial arrangement as
the other, the molecules are said to be isomers [6].
2.1.2 Protein Structure
Two amino acids can be bound together with the amino group of one amino acid
joined to the carboxyl group of another. This is known as a peptide bond. Many
amino acids attached together by peptide bonds are referred to as polypeptide chains.
The sulfur (S) atom contained in L-cysteine can result in links between two polypep-
tide chains or cross-links within a single chain. This is known as disulde bonding
and is shown in Figure 2.5. Amino acids can also be linked via hydrogen bonding. A
hydrogen bond consists of two molecules sharing a single hydrogen atom. Hydrogen
bonds exist between polar molecules that contain hydrogen, such as water (H2O).
The portions of a polar molecule that have a negative polarity are attracted to the
hydrogen (positive polarity) of another molecule [6].
The three-dimensional structure of a protein is dependent on the amino acid
sequence. A protein consists of single or multiple polypeptide chains linked together
via disulde bonding, arranged in a three-dimensional structure. A large number of
van der Waals interactions (discussed in Section 2.2.3) and hydrogen bonds between
various components of the protein help to keep the structure stable [6].
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Figure 2.5: Disulde bonding cross-linking the A chain and linking
the A and B chains. S represents the sulfur atom present in cysteine
(Cys). The other three-letter abbreviations represent other amino acids
constituting the polypeptide chains [6].
Protein structure is divided into four levels. The rst level, the primary structure,
is the amino acid sequence. Secondary structure refers to the spatial distribution of
amino acids near one another in a linear sequence. The tertiary structure is the
arrangement of amino acids far apart in the sequence and the pattern of disulde
bonds. Only proteins made up of multiple polypeptide chains have the fourth struc-
tural level known as the quaternary structure. The quaternary structure regards the
spatial arrangement of the polypeptide chains and the nature of their contacts [6].
Amino acids are interesting for surface adsorption studies both because of their
biological relevance and because their ability to form inter-molecular hydrogen bonds
may lead to a variety of self-organized two-dimensional structures on surfaces. Study-
ing L-cysteine adsorption on a surface is particularly interesting because it is often
found on the boundary of large proteins. Because L-cysteine is often on the bound-
ary of large proteins and there is a strong a¢ nity between S and metal surfaces,
L-cysteine can provide a link for suspending a protein on an inorganic surface [29].
L-methionine is interesting to compare to L-cysteine because it also contains S, but
in a less reactive side chain [6].
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i) ii) iii)
Figure 2.6: FCC structure. i) Face-centered cubic (FCC) conventional
unit cell. Note that a = 4.08Å for Au. ii) FCC conventional unit
cell showing the (111) miller index plane. iii) Surface resulting from
ideal termination of FCC (111) plane. The unit cell (two-dimensional
hexagonal Bravais lattice) of the surface is also shown.
2.2 Metal Surfaces
Surface physics is the study of the rst few layers (two or three) of outermost atoms at
the termination site of a bulk material (in this case a metal). The surface geometry of
a metal substrate is dependent upon the bulk properties of the material. This section
introduces the concept of surface reconstruction. Because this project involves a
Au(111) surface, Au(111) herringbonereconstruction is discussed in detail followed
by a brief introduction to adsorption.
2.2.1 Surface Reconstruction
Noble metals Au, Cu, and Ag all have the face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure
shown in Figure 2.6. The Au(111) surface results from ideal termination of bulk Au
along the Miller index (111) plane (see Figure 2.6).
Atoms at the termination site lose some of their nearest neighbours. As a result
of the nearest neighbour loss, the surface may undergo physical changes to minimize
energy. The process of relaxation occurs when the interatomic spacing of the top
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layers changes while maintaining the ideal atomic arrangement of the topmost sur-
face. Surface reconstruction occurs when bonds are formed between atoms on the
surface via the unused electrons as a result of the surface creation. Reconstruction
is distinguished from relaxation because in reconstruction the atomic arrangement
changes as a result of the surfaces energy minimization [30].
A common notation used to label a surface reconstruction is known as Woods
notation. For this project Woods notation can be summarized as follows:0@ j !a0 j
j !as j 
 !b0  !bs 
1A (2.1)
where j !a0 j and
 !b0  are magnitudes of the vectors describing the unit cell of the
reconstructed surface and j !as j and
 !bs  are the magnitudes of the unit cell vectors of
the ideal surface. Using this notation, a surface which is not reconstructed would be
labeled (1 x 1), a surface with a reconstruction leading to surface unit cell vectors
twice as long as those in the ideal surface would be labeled (2 x 2), and so on. A
more general discussion of Woods notation can be found in Attard et. al. [31].
2.2.2 Reconstruction of Au(111)
When a bulk Au crystal is cut along the (111) plane, a (22 x
p
3) herringbone
reconstruction occurs. A feature of Au(111) reconstruction is the tendency of the
top atoms to contract into a higher area density than that of the ideal surface [32].
The observation of 23 Au atoms on 22 bulk lattice sites gives an average contraction
of 4.55% [33]. The ideal and reconstructed surfaces are shown in Figure 2.7. The
atomic spacing on an ideally terminated Au(111) surface is 2:88Å [34]. The (22
x
p
3) ideally terminated unit cell (dotted red line in Figure 2.7(i)) has a length
of 63:4Å in the

110

direction (22 spaces times 2:88Å per space). The ideal
termination surface also has the atoms arranged in a hexagonal pattern (represented
by the purple dotted line). The reconstructed surface consists of regions with FCC
and hexagonal close packed (HCP) stacking along with gradual transition regions
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(Figure 2.7(ii)). For an atom in the top layer, theoretical studies indicate the FCC
site as being the most energetically favourable, followed by the HCP, bridge, and top
site respectively. The location and relative energy of each site is shown in Figure 2.8.
This energetic ordering of the sites results in contraction along the

110

direction
as being the most favourable. Contraction does not occur along the

112

direction
because that would force the atoms to occupy the top sites that have a very high
energy [32]. The HCP regions are slightly smaller in size in comparison to that of
the FCC because of HCP having a slightly higher energy [33]. A consequence of
the contraction is a non-homogeneous surface [35]. Interatomic spacing varies in the
110

direction [33]. The transition regions tend to have a smaller nearest neighbour
distance (2.68Å) while that in the FCC region is typically larger (2.86Å) [35]. This
indicates that as a result of the reconstruction, the average interatomic spacing is
smaller than that of an ideally terminated bulk Au crystal.
Although Au(111) is a complex surface, it is relatively easy to prepare and is
chemically inert. Au(111) also binds thiol terminated molecules. Because of that,
Au(111) has been used extensively as a substrate for creating prototype biosensors
and other devices, and is thus an important surface to study [21].
2.2.3 Adsorption
Adsorption is dened as the process by which atoms and molecules interact with and
become attached to a substrate. There are two types of adsorption: chemisorption
and physisorption. Chemisorption is direct bonding characterized by an exchange
of electrons between the adsorbate and substrate. The typical bonding strength of
chemisorption is on the order of 1eV/atom. Physisorption is an indirect form of
adsorption in which interactions between the adsorbate and substrate are weak and
long range [31]. Unlike chemisorption, physisorption involves no exchange of charge
between the surface atoms and the adatom [36]. The induced dipole moments in the
surface and adsorbate atoms cause an attractive interaction known as the van der
Waals force [30]. Bonding strength in physisorption is typically 0.01eV.
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fcc fcchcp
[110]
[112]
i)
ii)
Figure 2.7: Au(111) reconstruction. i) Ideal termination of Au(111).
The dotted red lines represent the superimposed unit cell of the (22
x
p
3) reconstructed surface. The dotted green lines represent the su-
perimposed unit cell of the (1 x 1) reconstructed surface. ii) Au(111)
reconstructed surface. The unit cell now contains 23 Au atoms in the
110

direction (see Figure 2.8). Note that the lighteratoms (tran-
sition region) are higher, so the surface is rumpled. This gure was
provided by Dr. Katie Mitchell.
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HCP Location
FCC Location
Bridge Location
[110]
[112]
40Bridge
190Top
14HCP
0FCC
(meV)Site
Energy
Figure 2.8: Site locations and lattice directions for Au(111) ideal
termination. Center of lattice point (grey circle) is dened as the top
site. The table shows the relative energy of an atom located at each
site [32].
For a small ux of incoming molecules from a thermal evaporation source, we
will initially have a surface with isolated adsorbed molecules. As more molecules are
adsorbed on a surface, the optimal adsorption site may change as molecule-molecule
interactions become important in addition to molecule-substrate interactions [13]
[24]. The balance of molecule-molecule and molecule substrate interactions may lead
to a 2-D self-assembled structure. Note that the bonding sites and 2-D structure
of an adsorbed layer do not necessarily reect the equilibrium structure, but can
be strongly inuenced by factors such as substrate temperature during deposition,
deposition rate, annealing, presence of defects, and so on. [11].
2.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Since its invention in 1981 by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer, the scanning tunneling mi-
croscope (STM) has been a powerful tool in the structural determination of surfaces
and interfaces at the nanometer and sub-nanometer scale. The STM allows direct
real-space determination of surface structure [37].
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The STM operates based on the theory of quantum mechanical tunneling. This
section will outline an elementary (time-independent) quantum mechanical tunnel-
ing model followed by a more sophisticated (time-dependent) model, and a brief
discussion of lateral resolution. A quick description of the physical operation and
basic feedback mechanism used in STM is presented in the end.
2.3.1 A One-Dimensional Time Independent Model of Scan-
ning Tunneling Microscopy
In STM, electrons quantum mechanically tunnel through a vacuum gap from a sharp
metal tip to a sample or vice versa. The tunneling direction is dependent on the
polarity of the bias voltage between tip and sample. Consider the one-dimensional
tunneling barrier in Figure 2.9 . The wavefunction in the classically forbidden region
is given by
	 _ e z (2.2)
where  is the decay constant and is given by the following expression
 =
p
2m(U   E)
~
(2.3)
where m is the electron mass, E is the energy of the electron, U is the potential
barrier height, and ~ is the reduced Plancks constant. The term U   E can be
approximated by averaging the work functions ( and ) of the tip and sample
[34]. Thus
U   E =  + 
2
=  (2.4)
The tunneling current (i.e. tunneling probability), I is given by
I _ e 2z (2.5)
where
 =
p
2m
~
(2.6)
Assume we scan the Au(111) surface with a tungsten tip. The work functions for
Au and tungsten are 5.4 eV and 4.8 eV respectively [38]. Using the values for the
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Figure 2.9: Potential barrier between sample and tip. Note that
in this gure the bias voltage has a polarity that will allow electrons
of su¢ cient energy to tunnel from the sample to the tip.  and
 are the work functions of the sample and tip respectively, e is the
elementary charge of an electron, V is the bias voltage, z is the tip
position, and EF is the Fermi level. It should be noted that most of
the tunneling electrons e  come from near the Fermi level, since this
has the highest density of states.
work functions and applying the numerical values ~ = 6.582 x 10 16 eV: s and m =
0.511 MeV
c2
to equation 2.6, the resulting decay constant is
 = 1:16Å
 1
(2.7)
The tunneling current has an extremely sensitive dependence on tip-sample distance
z. For example, with the result of equation 2.7 applied to equation 2.5, a change
of tip-sample distance as small as 1Å changes the tunneling current by an order of
magnitude. A change in tip-sample distance on the order of an atomic step (2-5 Å)
can change the tunneling current I by as much as three orders of magnitude [39].
The one-dimensional model outlined above quantitatively highlights the sensi-
tivity of tunneling current I to tip-sample distance z. This is one reason for the
remarkable capabilities of STM such as atomic resolution [40]. However, in reality
STM is three-dimensional. Thus to truly model STM we must extend our studies to
three dimensions and consider time-dependence.
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2.3.2 A Three-Dimensional Time Dependent Model of Scan-
ning Tunneling Microscopy
A better explanation of the phenomena inherent in STM requires us to consider time
dependence, as well as the geometric properties of the tip and sample. Because the
bias voltage V is quite small (tens of mV to a few V), time-dependent perturbation
theory can be used to study STM, and this theory was rst performed by John
Bardeen [41].
From time-dependent perturbation theory, one can determine the probability !
of an electron tunneling between a given tip and sample state using Fermis Golden
Rule [42] [43]:
! =
2
~
jM j2 (E   E) (2.8)
whereM is the tunneling matrix, E is the energy of the electron in the sample, and
E is the energy of the electron in the tip. The tunneling matrix M is determined
from the overlap of wave functions of the tip and the sample at a separation distance
z [41]. Bardeen showed the tunneling matrix M to be
M =   ~
2
2m
Z
@
 !
S :
 
 r     r 

(2.9)
where the integral is evaluated over any surface lying entirely within the barrier
region between the tip and sample [44]. Summing over all relevant states yields a
tunneling current
I =
4e
~
Z
f(EF   eV + ")f(EF + ")(EF   eV + ")(EF + ") jM j2 @" (2.10)
where V is the applied bias voltage, f(E) is the Fermi distribution function,  is
the density of states of the tip,  is the density of states of the sample, EF is the
Fermi energy, and " is an incremental energy. The Fermi distribution function is
dened as
f(E) =
1
1 + e

E EF
kBT
 : (2.11)
Because we operate at room temperature, kBT = 0:026 eV, and the Fermi distrib-
ution function can be approximated as a step function. In this case the tunneling
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current becomes
I _
Z
(EF   eV + ")(EF + ")@" (2.12)
which shows the tunneling current as being a convolution of the tip and sample
density of states [45].
2.3.3 Lateral Resolution
The lateral resolution of STM is complex and depends on factors that may change
during the course of an experiment, such as tip shape and electronic structure. It
is di¢ cult to dene a general STM resolution function, however several models have
been developed to describe STM resolution under di¤erent conditions.
J. Terso¤ and D.R Hamann used Bardeens formalism, also taking into account
the geometric properties of the tip [46]. Using the assumption that only spherical-
wave tip states contribute to tunneling [47], they were able to show that for a metal
surface with a fundamental periodicity a the corrugation amplitude z can be esti-
mated to be
z  2

exp
"
 2
 r
2 +
2
a2
  
!
z
#
(2.13)
where  is the decay constant, a is the periodicity of the surface, and z is the distance
from the surface to the center of curvature of the tip. If the corrugation amplitude
z is larger than the z-resolution of the STM (0:05Å for our STM), then the lateral
structure can be resolved by the STM. For large superstructure surfaces such as
(22 x
p
3) Au(111), Terso¤ & Hamanns theory provides reasonable explanation of
STM observations. However, it fails to explain atomic resolution obtained in such
experiments [45].
A. Barato¤ proposed that atomic resolution is likely due to a single highly lo-
calized state protruding from the apex of the tip [48]. Such a state was conrmed
experimentally to exist in tungsten [49] [50]. First principle calculations showed that
for tungsten clusters there exists a dz-like state, which predominantly contributes to
the tunneling current and may lead to atomic resolution images [51].
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2.3.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscope Feedback Mechanism
The physical operation of an STM is relatively simple. A metal tip is brought
very close (a few Å) to the surface of interest. The tip is then scanned across the
surface with a small bias voltage applied between the tip and the surface. The tip-
surface height is adjusted to maintain a constant tunneling current, using a feedback
mechanism. The trace of the tip generally results in a representation of the surface
topography that is a map of constant surface charge contours [45] [52].
Control of the distance between the tip and sample is achieved through the tun-
neling current. The STMmode used in this project is the constant current mode. An
elementary feedback loop for constant current mode is shown in Figure 2.10. A set
point current acts as a reference. The tunneling current is measured and compared
to the set point current. Based on the di¤erence between the set point and tunneling
current, the tip position z is adjusted to minimize the di¤erence between the two
currents. The tip is moved across an area of the sample. The gap between the tip and
surface adjusted to keep the tunneling current constant is recorded over the scanned
area [53]. At large features (vertical height  nm), this creates a topographical
image of the surface convoluted with the tip shape.
Feedback
Control
+ -
= Itunneling - Iset point
Itunneling Iset point
Z Piezo
Tube
Z
Figure 2.10: Feedback circuit for constant current mode. The feed-
back control box adjusts the voltage to the z piezo tube to minimize
.
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2.4 Knudsen Cells and Quartz Crystal Microbal-
ances
In this project a Knudsen cell (K-cell) was designed with the aim of performing
controlled deposition of L-cysteine and L-methionine on Au(111). A quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) was used to calibrate the deposition rate of these amino acids.
The K-cell and the QCM were also used to measure the heat of sublimation of L-
cysteine and L-methionine. Here the theory behind these two devices is presented,
followed by the background theory for the heat of sublimation experiment.
2.4.1 Physical Vapour Deposition from a Knudsen Cell
A K-cell consists of a nearly conned gas in a volume, created by loading the cell
with a small amount of material and then heating so that the material sublimes. The
volume has a small hole from which a fraction of the molecules escape (see Figure
2.11).
A K-cell operates based on the theory of molecular e¤usion (demonstrated by
Knudsen in 1909)[54]. E¤usion is the process by which molecules making up a
gas escape from connement through a small hole. An example of this is when an
inated balloon shrinks after a period of time. The shrinkage is a result of the gas
molecules escaping through the porous material balloons are made of. E¤usion can
be described quantitatively with the use of the Kinetic Theory of Gases [55]. Kinetic
theory describes gases as consisting of a collection of molecules moving in random
directions. The speed of each particle is not necessarily the same, but is assumed to
follow the Maxwell distribution
P (v) = 4

M
2RT
 3
2
v2e 
Mv2
2RT (2.14)
where v is the molecular speed,M is the molar mass of the gas, R is the gas constant,
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m.p,T
Figure 2.11: A fraction of gas molecules (L-cysteine or L-methionine)
escape through the small opening and many that escape are adsorbed
onto the Au(111) substrate. Here L is the distance from the e¤usion
source to the substrate, A0 is the area of the escape hole, m is the
mass of a single gas molecule, p is the pressure of the gas, T is the
temperature of the gas and, # is the exit angle.
T is the temperature of the gas, and P (v) is the probability of a molecule having
speed v [56].
To quantitatively describe e¤usion, consider a box of volume V with a hole of
area A0 (see Figure 2.12). The volume fraction of molecules that can exit through
an area @A0 during a time @t at an exit angle  is
v@t@A0 cos 
V
(2.15)
where v is the speed of the molecule and  is the angle shown in Figure 2.12. Not every
molecule in the volume v@t@A0 cos  can escape due to the fact that the direction in
which the molecules travel may not coincide with the area of the escape hole. Only
the fraction of molecules @!
4
in the solid angle @! can escape.
Therefore, the number of molecules that can escape through an area @A0 in a
time @t into a solid angle @! about an exit angle  is
@4Ne = N
v@t@A0 cos 
V
@!
4
P (v)@v (2.16)
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Figure 2.12: Geometry of Knudsen cell. Molecules are conned to a
volume V and can e¤use through an opening of total area A0:
where N is the total number of molecules. Integrating over all speeds yields
 1
Z 1
vP (v)@v =

8kBT
m
 1
2
(2.17)
where kB = R=NA and we make use of M = mNA. Note that NA = 6:02x1023
(Avogadros Number), kB = 1:38x10 23 J=K (Boltzmanns constant), and m is the
mass of a single molecule. Equation 2.16 now has the form
@3Ne =
N
V

8kBT
m
 1
2
cos 
@!
4
@t@A0: (2.18)
Using the Ideal Gas Law,
pV = NkBT (2.19)
where p is the pressure. Equation 2.18 can be rewritten as
@3Ne = p (2mkBT )
  1
2 cos 
@!

@t@A0 (2.20)
@3Ne
@A0@t@!
= (2mkBT )
  1
2 p
cos 

(2.21)
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which is dened as the number of molecules per unit area of the hole per unit time
per unit solid angle. The portion
Zw =
p
(2mkBT )
1
2
(2.22)
is the number of collisions per unit time per unit area [57]. Integrating over the area
of the escape hole A0 results in
@2Ne
@t@!
= ZwA0
cos 

: (2.23)
The ux at an escape angle  is given by
@2Ne
@t@A
=
@2Ne
@t@!
:
@!
@A
: (2.24)
Because
@!
@A
=
4
4L2
(2.25)
where L is the distance from the e¤usion source to the substrate, the ux is nally
written as
@2Ne
@t@A
=
ZwA0
L2
cos  (2.26)
The ux, @
2Ne
@t@A
of molecules from the small hole follows a distribution known as the
Knudsen Cosine Law [58] [59] [60]. As the angle  becomes larger, the escape
windowbecomes e¤ectively smaller; thus the ux decreases.
2.4.2 The Quartz Crystal Microbalance
In order to calibrate the deposition rates of L-cysteine and L-methionine on Au(111),
a device capable of measuring very small changes in mass is required. For this task,
a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used. G½unther Sauerbrey was the rst
to study the QCM quantitatively [61]. In a QCM, a quartz crystal vibrates at its
resonant frequency. The resonant frequency of a body is dependent on its mass.
Thus a small change in mass of the quartz crystal will cause a measurable shift in
resonant frequency [62].
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As shown in Figure 2.13, a quartz crystal plate oscillating in resonance in the
thickness-shear mode must satisfy
tq =
q
2
(2.27)
where tq is the thickness of the quartz plate and q is the wavelength of the elastic
thickness shear mode wave. Multiplying both sides of equation 2.27 by the resonant
frequency fq and using the fact that
vq = fqq (2.28)
where vq is the velocity of the elastic wave, yields
fq =
vq
2tq
(2.29)
Suppose that there is an innitesimal change in thickness @tf due to the addition of
a thin lm. The shift in resonant frequency @fq is
@fq
fq
=  @tf
tq
(2.30)
Here the - sign indicates a decrease in resonant frequency. For our application, it
is more convenient to write equation 2.30 in mass per unit area (areal density) form
rather than thickness form, thus
@fq
fq
=  @mf
mq
(2.31)
where @mf is the additional areal mass due to the lm and mq is the mass of the
quartz plate. If one assumes that the mass of the thin lm is arbitrarily small, then
equation 2.31 can be written as
(fc   fq)
fq
=  mf
mq
(2.32)
where fc is the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal with the deposited lm.
Using the fact that
mq = tqq (2.33)
where q is the density of quartz, along with substitution of equation 2.33 into
equation 2.32 results in
mf =  mq (fc   fq)
fq
(2.34)
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tqQuartz mq
tqQuartz mq
dtqdmq
tqQuartz mq
tfmf
i)
ii)
iii)
Figure 2.13: Oscillating quartz crystal plate. i) In resonance, the
wavelength q is one half the thickness tq of the quartz plate. ii) A
change in the quartz plate thickness of dtq results in an increase in
wavelength. iii) In this model the mass mf of the deposited lm is
treated as the equivalent amount of quartz mass [63].
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mf =  tqq
(fc   fq)
fq
(2.35)
mf =   vq
2fq
q
(fc   fq)
fq
(2.36)
If one uses the fact that the propagation velocity of a mechanical wave in the quartz
is [64]
vq =
r
q
q
(2.37)
where q is the Youngs modulus of quartz, the shift in resonant frequency is
(fc   fq) =  
2f 2qp
qq
mf (2.38)
Finally using the denition of areal density
mf =
m
Aexp
(2.39)
where m is the total addition of mass and Aexp is the area of exposure, the shift in
resonant frequency due to the addition of a small mass becomes
f =   2f
2
q
Aexp
p
qq
m (2.40)
wheref = fc fq is the shift in resonant frequency. This is the Sauerbrey equation.
Another common form of the Sauerbrey equation is
f =  Cfm (2.41)
where
Cf =
2f 2q
Aexp
p
qq
(2.42)
is dened as the mass sensitivity[63] [65].
Since we know Cf for a given QCM, a measurement of f per unit time gives us
added mass per unit time. To obtain the deposition rate (thickness per unit time),
we divide by the volume density of the material being deposited.
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2.4.3 Determination of Heat of Sublimation using a Knud-
sen Cell
E¤usion from a K-cell can be used to determine the latent heat of sublimation of the
material undergoing e¤usion [66]. This can be done by measuring deposition rate
at various temperatures with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [67].
Inside the K-cell, a solid is being converted into a gas. If the material is in
thermal equilibrium, then it obeys the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
p = C2 exp

 H
RT

(2.43)
where p is the pressure inside the K-cell, T is the temperature, R is the gas constant,
H is the heat of sublimation of the material under study, and C2 is a proportionality
constant [56].
The pressure p can be determined experimentally using the quartz crystal mi-
crobalance. The number of molecules deposited onto the surface is
Ne =
A
m
(2.44)
where  is the density of the overlayer,  is the overlayer thickness, A is the area of
the substrate, and m is the mass of a single molecule composing the overlayer . An
innitesimal change in the number of molecules deposited is
@Ne =
A@
m
(2.45)
Starting with the Knudsen Cosine Law
@2Ne
@t@A
=
ZwA0
L2
cos  (2.46)
where
Zw =
pp
2mkBT
(2.47)
is the number of collisions per unit area per unit time (p is the pressure inside the
K-cell and kB is Boltzmanns constant), A0 is the area of the escape hole, L is the
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distance from the e¤usion source to the substrate, and  is the escape angle, we solve
for @Ne: Z
@2Ne =
ZwA0
L2
cos dt
Z
dA (2.48)
@Ne =
ZwA0
L2
cos A@t: (2.49)
The cos  term is set to one, assuming uniform growth across the QCM sensor,
consistent with the Sauerbrey equation (see equation 2.40) [63]. We then substitute
@Ne from equation 2.45 and solve for p:
A@
m
=
pp
2mkBT
A0
L2
A@t (2.50)
p =
L2
A0

2kBT
m
 1
2 @
@t
(2.51)
p =
0B@
vuut1
2
T
T
2
+
 

 
@
@t

@
@t
!21CA p (2.52)
This analysis follows the method of Hutchings et. al. [65]. Equation 2.52 is
the uncertainty as a result of error propagation using partial derivatives added in
quadrature [68]. Only uncertainties in T and @
@t
are included since these are the
only quantities that change during an experiment. The QCM will give a value of
the rate of change of thickness @
@t
. We can thus calculate the partial pressure of
the material inside the Knudsen oven using equation 2.51. Equation 2.43 can be
rewritten in the form
ln p =  H
R

1
T

+ lnC2 (2.53)
with
(ln p) =
p
p
(2.54)
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(ln p) =
0B@
vuut1
2
T
T
2
+
 

 
@
@t

@
@t
!21CA (2.55)
A plot of ln p vs: 1
T
should yield a straight line with a slope
slope =  H
R
(2.56)
Thus the heat of sublimation can readily be acquired using
H =  (slope)R (2.57)
(H) = (slope)R: (2.58)
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system con-
sisting of an RHK UHV 300 scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and a custom
designed sample preparation/analysis chamber. The Au(111) experiments were per-
formed in the STM chamber. The preparation/analysis chamber was then installed,
and then used for all of the Knudsen cell experiments. The layout of the system
is shown in Figure 3.1. The entire system is mounted on a steel frame supported
by three air legs. The air legs isolate the system from external vibrations. In
this chapter, the RHK UHV system and fast entry load-lock will be discussed rst,
followed by a description of the STM itself. Next, the preparation/analysis chamber
and its installation will be described. A description of the mass spectrometer and
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) follows. The Knudsen cell will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
Transfer Arm Transfer Arm
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Pump
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Pump
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Figure 3.1: Layout of ultra-high vacuum system
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3.1 Ultra-High Vacuum Scanning Tunneling Mi-
croscope
3.1.1 Ultra-High Vacuum System
The RHK UHV STM chamber is mounted on a steel frame supported by three
air legs (see Figure 3.2). The air legs isolate the system from external vibrations.
Isolation is required in order to prevent external vibrations from dominating the STM
signal. The UHV chamber consists of a ve-way 6tube with the STM scan head
manipulator mounted on the top port. The other four main ports connect to the
ion pump, fast entry load-lock, sample heating/cooling system, and the preparation
chamber (see Figures 3.2 and 3.6) [53] [69]. Additional ports house windows and a
wobble stick for sample transfer.
The fast entry load-lock provides loading of samples/tips without breaking the
vacuum of the main chamber. A fork on the end of a magnetic transfer arm within
the load-lock holds the samples or tip transfer holders destined for UHV. When it
is vented, the load lock is ooded with nitrogen gas to block water from adsorbing
onto the walls of the load-lock. This decreases the subsequent pumpdown time.
The load-lock is pumped down using a rotary and turbomolecular pump. When
the load-lock reaches a pressure of approximately 10 8 torr, the gate valve can be
opened and the samples/tips can be transferred into the main UHV chamber via the
magnetic transfer arm. The wobble stick is used to move the samples/tips from the
fork to either the sample stage or to a storage elevator. The sample stage is where
STM analysis and tip changes occur. The storage elevator can be used to hold up
to eight samples or tip transfer holders.
Achieving UHV requires a sophisticated pumping system. The pumping system
for the RHK chamber consists of a rotary pump, turbomolecular pump, ion pump,
and titanium sublimation pump. The rotary and turbomolecular pumps are used
for the initial pumpdown of the UHV chamber. Without further treatment, the
lowest achievable pressure is approximately 10 9 torr. UHV standards require a
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Pumping Well
Transfer Arm
Figure 3.2: RHK UHV STM chamber. At the back is the sample
heating and cooling system. Between the transfer arm and the main
chamber is where the load lock is located (note that it is not shown in
this gure). The unused port opposite to the transfer arm is where the
preparation chamber is installed (not shown in gure). This gure was
provided by RHK Technology Inc.
pressure of less than 10 9 torr (usually in the 10 10 torr range). Achieving a lower
base pressure requires baking out the system to remove contaminants such as H2O
from the chamber walls [36]. Baking out the chamber consists of simultaneously
heating the chamber to 140 C and running the rotary and turbomolecular pumps
for at least 12 hours. After bake out the pressure in the chamber is typically 5:0 x
10 10 torr. During STM operation the rotary and turbomolecular pumps have to
be turned o¤ due to the mechanical vibrations they generate. The ion pump runs
silently and continuously to maintain UHV during STM operation. The titanium
sublimation pump operates intermittently to assist the ion pump in maintaining
UHV during STM operation [53].
3.1.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscope
There are two main parts of the STM: the scan head and sample holder, shown in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The scan head is used to move the tip across the surface.
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Figure 3.3: RHK UHV 300 STM. Here the scan head is approached
to the sample holder. The piezo legs on the scan head are clearly
visible. This gure was provided by RHK Technology Inc.
The scan head contains four piezoelectric tubes. Three of the piezoelectric tubes
are mounted 120  apart with sapphire balls on the end forming the legs of the
scan head. These legs sit on the sample holder. A fourth piezoelectric tube holds the
tip in the center of the scan head. This design is of the Walkertype, and uses the
three outer piezoelectric tubes for the initial tip approach (coarse Z-positioning) and
coarse X-Y positioning on the sample. The center piezoelectric tube is responsible
for X, Y, and Z ne positioning and scanning.
The sample holder consists of a double grooved copper body and a helical top
ramp. The two grooves are necessary for transferring the sample holder inside the
UHV chamber. The wobble stick usually uses the top groove for movement of the
sample holder. The bottom groove is then used to place the sample holder in the
sample stage, storage elevator, or transfer arm. The helical ramp has three sections
spaced 120  apart. Each ramp segment has a height of 0.75mm. The three piezo-
electric legs of the scan head each occupy one segment of the helical ramp. When a
voltage is applied to the piezoelectric legs, translational motion of the legs along the
ramps occurs (coarse X-Y-Z positioning). Samples for STM studies are mounted in
the center of the sample holder between two sapphire washers. A thermocouple is
also connected to the sample but not to the top ramp. The thermocouple connection
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i) ii)
Figure 3.4: Sample holder and scan head. i) Sample holder. One
groove is for the wobble stick while the other groove is used to hold
the sample holder in the sample stage. The three sections of the helical
ramp are also shown. The sample holder has a diameter of 25mm and
the exposed area of the sample is a disk of diameter 5mm: ii) Scan
head. There are three piezoelectric legs (one is not visible). Each leg
occupies one section of the helical ramp on the sample holder. The
transverse pin holds the scan head in the scan head manipulator. This
gure was provided by RHK Technology Inc.
provides the sample bias voltage as well as measuring temperature.
The scan head manipulator holds the scan head and is mounted on the scan
head manipulator ange (see Figure 3.2). All necessary mechanical and electrical
feedthroughs are mounted on the top of the scan head manipulator. The mechanical
feedthrough is used to lower the scan head onto the sample holder for scanning and
to raise it for sample transfer. A series of thin wires are used to make all electrical
connections to the scan head (see Figure 3.3). More detailed discussions on the
laboratory components and procedures for performing STM studies can be found in
the following literature [53] [69] [70] [71].
3.2 Ultra-High Vacuum Preparation Chamber
The purpose of the preparation chamber is to provide facilities for in-situ preparation
and characterization of clean surfaces and ultra-thin lms, which may be transferred
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directly into the STM chamber under UHV conditions. During the course of this
project, the preparation chamber was installed and then used for all the Knudsen
cell experiments.
3.2.1 Ultra-High Vacuum System
The preparation chamber consists of a 12" diameter stainless steel sphere with 26
ports (see Figure 3.5), designed by Dr. Katie Mitchell and built by Torrovap Indus-
tries Inc. The preparation chamber is supported on the existing table frame and is
connected to the RHK UHV system via a gate valve. The main components of the
preparation chamber and its installation will be described below.
Mass
Spectrometer
Sample
Manipulator
LEEDTurbo Pump
Extension
Magnetic
Transfer
Arm Ion
PumpKnudsen CellOCI Ion Gun
Gate Valve
To RHK STM
Chamber
To Gas
Line
Gate Valve
Figure 3.5: Preparation chamber mounted on the RHK frame. The
STM chamber is not shown in this gure. It should be noted that the
gate valve on the turbo pump extension is not actually tilted as shown
in the gure. Due to external spatial contraints the Knudsen cell had
to be mounted where the OCI ion gun is placed in the gure. Also not
shown are the support brackets for the turbo pump extension and the
RHK UHV STM chamber. This gure was drawn by Karl Molnar and
provided by Torrovap Industries Inc.
A turbomolecular/backing pump combination (Varian 550l/s and Triscroll 300
Series) is used for initial pumpdown of the preparation chamber and/or gas handling
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line, or for the evacuation of gases involved in sample preparation. To maintain
UHV, a Gamma Vacuum 400 l/s ion pump integrated with a titanium sublimation
pump is employed. This pumping system has the same capability as the system for
the RHK chamber. However it is separate from the RHK pumping system, allowing
both chambers to be independent of one another.
The heart of the chamber is the sample manipulator, used to position a sample
for preparation and characterization, provide electrical and thermocouple connec-
tions to the sample, and to heat or cool the sample. The manipulator consists of
support and feedthrough parts. Translational and rotational motion are provided by
a Thermo VG Model HPT-WX 5 axis precision UHV manipulator (seen mounted on
the top ange in Figures 3.5 and 3.6) The manipulator also has a docking stage for
RHK sample holders. Heating, cooling and all electrical connections are provided
by a custom designed manipulator head. The manipulator head was designed by
fourth year engineering students under the supervision of Dr. Katie Mitchell at the
University of Saskatchewan [72].
The transfer arm is mounted opposite to the RHK chamber (Figure 3.5). The
fork on the end of the arm can be used to pick samples up from the manipulator and
transfer them to the STM chamber. The transfer arm is a Thermo VGModel MLRM
4 magnetic linear and rotational motion drive with 24" of linear travel. There is a
full 360  rotation capability.
For characterization and analysis, the preparation chamber is equipped with fa-
cilities for low energy electron di¤raction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy
(OCI Model BDL 800 LEED/Auger) and for mass spectrometry (Hiden Analytical
Model HAL IV RIC PIC-RGA 301). The LEED/Auger will be used for char-
acterization of surface and ultra-thin lm structure and composition. The mass
spectrometer will be used for temperature programmed desorption experiments to
study molecular adsorption on surfaces. It can also be used to monitor residual gases
in the chamber and as a tool for diagnosis of a leak or contaminant. In this project
it was used to analyze the Knudsen cell e¤usion products. The mass spectrometer
will be discussed in Section 3.2.2.
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There are a variety of instruments for sample preparation. An ion gun (OCI
Model IG70) is available for sample sputter cleaning. A gas line which can ac-
commodate three gas bottles and can be pumped by the turbomolecular pump was
designed by Dr. Andrew Robinson. It can be used to introduce gases (for example
argon, nitrogen, and oxygen) to the chamber. The argon will be used for sputtering
surfaces with the OCI ion gun. A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) (discussed in
Section 3.2.2) is used to measure deposition rates with the Knudsen cell, which was
custom designed and installed on the side opposite to the QCM.
In the near future, a very low energy ion source will be installed on the preparation
chamber. The ion source was designed by fourth year engineering students under the
supervision of Dr. Andrew Robinson and Dr. Michael Bradley at the University of
Saskatchewan. The goal of the ion source is to produce copper nitride self assembling
nanostructures [73]. A four-pocket e-beam evaporator (Mantis Ltd. Model QUAD-
EV-S) has been purchased and will also be added in the near future. It will be used
for the deposition of ultra-thin metal overlayers.
During the course of this thesis project, a substantial amount of work was done
installing and commissioning the preparation chamber. This work was supervised by
Dr. Andrew Robinson, and assisted by Nathan Olfert, Mark Wurtz, and JJ Theron.
The ion pump and preparation chamber were mounted to the steel frame and
aligned with the RHK chamber via mounting brackets (designed by myself and
Nathan Olfert) built by the PEP Machine Shop. As shown in Figure 3.6, a gate
valve isolates the two chambers. A stainless steel mesh (see Figure 3.7) was cut
and placed at the ion pump port/preparation chamber interface. This is to prevent
any sample holders dropped during transfer from falling into the ion pump. The
extension pieces and gate valve for the turbo pump (see Figure 3.5) are quite heavy.
Thus a support table (see Figure 3.8) for the turbo pump extension was designed by
myself and Nathan Olfert and built by the PEP Machine Shop.
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Sample Manipulator
LEED
Turbo Extension
Gate Valve
Figure 3.6: Preparation chamber (left) and RHK UHV STM chamber
(right). The gate valve can be used to isolate the two chambers.
Figure 3.7: Stainless steel mesh isolating preparation chamber from
ion pump
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The turbo pump extension and gate valve, turbo pump, transfer arm, sample
head manipulator, LEED, mass spectrometer, quartz crystal microbalance, OCI ion
gun, and gas handling line were all installed on the preparation chamber. After
the installation of every two or three components, the chamber was pumped down
and leak tests were performed on newly sealed anges. Leak testing consisted of
squirting isopropyl alcohol on the ange of interest. If no pressure increase was
present, the leak test was considered successful. After pumping down overnight, the
pressure was typically 4:6 x 10 9 torr.
Figure 3.8: Support table for turbo pump extension on preparation
chamber. An aluminum table rests on a sheet of steel (0:125" thick)
bolted to the main frame.
As for the STM chamber, pumping the preparation chamber down to UHV re-
quires bakeout. The addition of the preparation chamber to the steel frame required
modication to the bakeout shield. Parts of the shield had to be cut and sewn to ac-
commodate extensions that protrude beyond the steel frame. Parts that protruded
were the turbo pump, mass spectrometer and transfer arm. JJ Theron assisted
in the modication of the bakeout shield. After bakeout at 110 C for 24 hours,
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a pressure of 6:0 x 10 10 torr was obtained, meeting the design requirement for the
UHV chamber.
3.2.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance and Mass Spectrometer
Sublimation experiments were performed using the Knudsen cell (K-cell), quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM), and mass spectrometer. The layout of the experiment
is shown in Figure 3.9. These instruments are installed in the horizontal plane,
with center lines meeting at the chamber center. The linear feedthroughs are used
to position and retract each instrument. The QCM can be moved to the sample
position (intersection of dotted red lines in Figure 3.9) for deposition calibration.
When performing deposition experiments, both the QCM and K-cell feedthroughs
were fully compressed. This resulted in a source-sample separation of L = 15mm.
During mass spectrometer experiments, the K-cell was fully compressed while the
mass spectrometer was compressed as far as possible without direct contact with the
K-cell.
Mass
Spectrometer Quartz Crystal
Microbalance
Knudsen Cell
Preparation
Chamber
120°
60°
Figure 3.9: Experimental setup. Top view of preparation cham-
ber showing the position of the K-cell, QCM and mass spectrometer.
Linear positions of all components inside the preparation chamber are
variable. Note that the preparation chamber is 12" in diameter. Both
the K-cell and QCM ports have ange face to chamber center distances
of 210mm:
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Deposition rate was measured using an SQM-150 QCM purchased from Sigma
Instruments. When not in use, the QCM can be fully retracted. As discussed in
Section 2.4.2, the QCM operates based on the change of resonant frequency of a
vibrating quartz crystal due to added mass. A schematic of the QCM is shown in
Figure 3.10. If the volume density of the material undergoing deposition is input
to the control box, the deposition rate is displayed in Angstroms per second. The
sensor is a 14mm diameter gold coated quartz plate. When mounted in the QCM,
the sensor has an exposed diameter of 8:5mm. The sensor crystal must be changed
when the crystal life on the control box displays a value of 70% or lower. The two
outside connections are for liquid cooling of the sensor (not used in this experiment)
while the inner connection is a coaxial electrical connection [74].
Control
Box
Sensor
Crystal Flange
Electrical/Cooling Connections
Figure 3.10: Schematic of Sigma Instruments quartz crystal microbal-
ance. The distance from the ange to the end of the sensor is 263mm.
In this project, mass spectra of L-cysteine and L-methionine were measured with
the model HAL IV RIC PIC-RGA 301 Hiden Analytical electron impact (EI) quadru-
pole mass spectrometer (see Figures 3.11 and 3.12). A mass spectrometer works by
measuring the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of ionized molecules. In an EI mass spec-
trometer, molecules are ionized via collisions with electrons from a heater lament.
The electrons are accelerated to a specied kinetic energy (impact energy) into the
molecules of interest. Mass-to-charge ratios that are not of interest are ltered out
with a quadrupole lter. The principle of a quadrupole mass spectrometer is shown
in Figure 3.13. Ions from the source pass through the quadrupole lter. Only ions
of certain m/z ratios pass through the lter to the detector. The permitted m/z
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ratio is governed by the AC and DC voltages. By changing the applied voltages, a
range of desired m/z ratios can be scanned [75].
RF Box
Computer
Shroud With
Probe Inside
MSIU
Flange
Aperture
Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of mass spectrometer setup. RF
(radio frequency). MSIU (mass spectrometer interface unit). Distance
from the ange to the end of the probe is 308mm.
The Hiden Analytical mass spectrometer has a Residual Gas Analysis ionizer, a
quadrupole mass lter, and an ion counting Secondary Electron Multiplier detector.
A schematic of the mass spectrometer setup is shown in Figure 3.11. The radio
frequency (RF) box contains signal conditioning electronics, the power supply for
the quadrupole mass lter, and wiring to connect Mass Spectrometer Interface Unit
(MSIU) signals to the probe. The MSIU contains a communications interface for
linking the user to the system via a computer. The mass spectrometer has a scan
range of up to 300 amu. Mass ranges and impact energies can be entered by the
user with the computer in the MASoft program [76] [77].
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Figure 3.12: Hiden Analytical electron impact mass spectrometer
mounted on the preparation chamber.
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Figure 3.13: Electron impact quadropole mass spectrometer
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Chapter 4
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Study of
Au(111)
A scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study of clean Au(111) thin lms was
performed in order to evaluate their suitability for amino acid adsorption experiments
and to acquire expertise in obtaining high resolution STM images of these surfaces.
In this chapter, the preparation of the Au(111) thin lms will be described, followed
by a presentation of the STM results obtained, and a discussion of optimal imaging
conditions.
4.1 Sample Preparation
A single crystal Au(111) surface is ideal for STM analysis since it can be cleaned in
UHV, minimizing contamination [44]. However, preparation of the single crystal sur-
face requires ion bombardment and annealing, and low energy electron di¤raction for
characterizing the clean surface. At the time the STM experiments were performed,
these facilities were not yet available. A gold surface suitable for STM can also be
produced by evaporating a thin lm of gold onto a cleaved mica surface. Thin lms
can either be made in the lab or purchased from a commercial supplier. The feasi-
bility of producing in-house thin lms, as opposed to purchasing them commercially,
was investigated.
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4.1.1 Homemade Au(111) Samples
Mica substrates were acquired from Dr. Matthew Paige (Dept. of Chemistry).
Before evaporation, the mica was cleaved with scotch tape. This helps produce a
large (tens of microns), atomically at substrate for Au(111) [78].
The samples were then taken to a high vacuum thermal evaporation chamber
provided by Dr. Stephen Urquhart (Dept. of Chemistry). With the aid of Edwige
Otero, a layer 95nm thick of 99.9985% pure gold (Alpha Aesar) was evaporated onto
the cleaved mica substrates. The samples were then annealed in a hydrogen ame
with the aid of Dr. Chenzhong Li (Dept. of Biochemistry). After the annealing
procedure, the samples were quenched in ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen,
then transferred into a sample holder and placed in the UHV STM chamber. This
sample annealing procedure has been shown to produce contaminant free, highly-
ordered Au(111) surfaces [79].
4.1.2 Commercial Au(111) Samples
Prepared Au(111) samples were purchased from Molecular Imaging Corporation.
The samples consist of a mica surface (1:4 cm x 1:1 cm) with 1500Å of gold covering
an area of 1:0 cm x 1:1 cm. The samples are annealed in a hydrogen ame and packed
in pure nitrogen before shipping. Before samples could be imaged using UHV STM,
they had to be cut to appropriate size for mounting in the sample holder. The
RHK sample holders have a 1:0 cm diameter space available for sample mounting
(see Figure 3.4). The Au thin lms were extremely fragile; simply using a utility
knife or scissors resulted in the Au thin lm peeling o¤ the mica substrate, damaging
the lm and yielding an unreliable electrical connection for STM analysis.
The commercial samples were taken to the Dept. of Geological Science (Jainzhong
Fan) for cutting with a laser. As shown in Figure 4.1, the Au su¤ered signicant
heat damage. The laser also had inadequate power to penetrate the mica substrate.
Running the laser over the same area repeatedly would eventually penetrate the mica
substrate. However, the heat damage made the Au(111) sample unsuitable for UHV
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STM studies.
Finally, Nathan Olfert and I designed a guillotinestyle cutter as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. This provided suitable cuts for mounting the commercial Au(111) samples.
Figure 4.1: Cutting line of Au(111) with laser. The laser has a beam
size of 100m and a wavelength of 266nm. Image size is approximately
2:0mm x 1:5mm:
Figure 4.2: Guillotinecutter. A razor blade is clamped in between
the steel support and brass guide (tightened with black knobs). The
Au sample is placed on a piece of acrylic underneath the razor blade.
The blade is brought down by turning the knob on top.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
STM imaging was performed using a tungsten tip etched in 3M sodium hydroxide
aqueous solution. After etching, the tip was rinsed in distilled water to remove
sodium hydroxide crystals followed by isopropyl alcohol to remove water, and trans-
ferred into the STM chamber [80] [53]. After mounting, the samples were transferred
into UHV and scanned without further preparation. Base pressure during scanning
was in the low 10 9 torr to 10 10 torr range.
4.2.1 Homemade Au(111) Samples
A UHV STM image of the homemade Au(111) lm is shown in Figure 4.3. We
were unable to obtain well-resolved images of the surface, and no at terraces, "her-
ringbone" reconstruction or atomic resolution was seen. As shown in Figure 4.4,
the surface is quite rough and lacks the large at terraces necessary for meaningful
adsorption studies. The poor surface quality is likely due to preparation conditions
such as contamination of the evaporation chamber and the lack of heating of the mica
substrate during evaporation, which was not available in the Dept. of Chemistry. It
was thus concluded that the homemade Au(111)/mica substrates were not suitable
for adsorption studies.
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Figure 4.3: 5000Å x 5000Å UHV STM image of the homemade
Au(111) surface at a tunneling current of 0:95 nA and a bias voltage
of 0:55V. The surface contains some triangular features as expected
from the hexagonal symmetry of Au(111) [44], but the overall surface
quality is poor.
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Figure 4.4: Cross section of STM image of homemade Au(111). The
graph follows the black line in Figure 4.3 from left-to-right. Note that
the surface corrugation is very large.
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4.2.2 Commercial Au(111) Samples
High resolution images were acquired fromMolecular Imaging Corporations Au(111)/mica
samples. Figure 4.5 shows large at terraces and atomic steps. As shown in Figure
4.6, the atomic steps are approximately 2.5Å high as expected [81]. Figure 4.5 also
shows step edges oriented at 60  and 120  to each other, characteristic of a (111)
oriented FCC crystal [82].
The Au(111) samples from Molecular Imaging Corporation produced high reso-
lution images showing the expected herringbonereconstruction (Figure 4.7) [32]
[35]. The corrugation lines of the "herringbone" reconstruction had paired separa-
tion distances of 63  3Å while the individual lines within a pair had separations
of 43  3Å. These values are in agreement with the 64Å for pair separation and
44Å individual (within a pair) separation observed by Barth et. al. [33]. The pair
separation is also in agreement with the 63:4Å length of the (22 x
p
3) unit cell along
[110] in Figure 2.7.
Figure 4.8 shows individual atoms on a Au(111) surface. The average spacing in
between atoms is 2:660:11Å. This is smaller than the ideal unreconstructed 2:88Å
atomic spacing for Au(111) [34]. This can be expected as surface atoms on a Au(111)
reconstructed surface are packed more densely than on an ideally terminated surface
[32]. The atoms in Figure 4.8 also exhibit a distorted hexagonal arrangement. The
distortion in the hexagonal pattern is partly due to drift in the piezo tubes on the
STM and partly to the reconstruction of the surface.
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Figure 4.5: 1000Å x 1000Å STM image of Au(111) with a bias voltage
of 0:025V and a tunneling current of 1:15 nA. Several terraces are seen
in this image and the "herringbone" reconstruction is faintly visible on
the terraces. Step edges are seen to meet at characteristic angles of
60  and 120 :
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Figure 4.6: Cross section showing atomic steps on Au(111). The
graph follows the white line in Figure 4.5 from left-to-right. The large
peaks at the edge of each step arise from the response of the feedback
loop as the tip passes over the step edge. The smaller oscillations in
between are due to the "herringbone" reconstruction.
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Figure 4.7: Enlarged section of Figure 4.5. Image size is 500Å x
500Å. Corrugation lines for herringbone reconstruction are clearly
visible. The separation distances are in agreement with those observed
by other research groups [33].
Figure 4.8: 50Å x 50Å image of individual atoms on a Au(111)/mica
surface purchased from Molecular Imaging Corporation (bias voltage
of 0:090V and tunneling current of 1:09 nA). The average atomic
separation along the line is 2:66 0:11Å:
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4.2.3 Optimal Conditions for Imaging Au(111)
When imaging Au(111) there were some common factors that improved the chances
of acquiring clear images. The conditions required for large survey images and for
high resolution images will be discussed below. Note that the tunneling current was
always set between 0:9 nA and 1:2 nA:
Imaging large at terraces on Au(111) generally had a high success rate. The
success of acquiring larger images of at triangular terraces did not change when
imaging in UHV (10 10 torr) or HV (10 8 torr). Higher bias voltages ( 0:5V) had
a tendency to produce images of larger surfaces with an equal success rate to that
of lower bias voltages.
Acquiring high resolution images of individual atoms and "herringbone" recon-
struction had a much lower success rate than that for the low resolution images.
Certain conditions and parameters always had to be met to have any chance of suc-
cess. While gold is relatively inert and does not necessarily require UHV conditions,
high resolution imaging was only successful when performed in a baked chamber
meeting UHV requirements. A low bias voltage (tens of mV) was necessary for pro-
ducing high resolution images of "herringbone" reconstruction or individual atoms.
This can be expected because a low bias voltage brings the tip close to the surface.
From Terso¤ and Hamanns theory (equation 2.13) for a metal like Au(111), the
corrugation amplitude will increase with decreasing tip-sample separation, allowing
the structure to be resolved. For successful high resolution imaging, a fast scan
speed (30  50ms=line) was always necessary, along with a maximum setting on the
z position A/D gain.
Scanning tunneling microscopy is a delicate scientic practice. Imaging under
the same conditions that produced successful images in the past will not necessarily
produce images of the same degree of success in the present. However, the chances of
successful Au(111) STM images can be increased by following the measures outlined
above.
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Chapter 5
Knudsen Cell
A Knudsen cell (K-cell) was custom designed for this project, to provide con-
trolled deposition of L-cysteine and L-methionine on Au(111). In this chapter, the
design requirements and nal design are described, along with suggestions for future
improvements.
5.1 Design Requirements
The purpose of the K-cell is to heat an amino acid powder to a reproducible, stable
temperature, such that the amino acid sublimes and e¤uses from the oven according
to the Knudsen Cosine Law. Amino acids, commercially available in powders, de-
compose thermally in the temperature range 448K to 615K, with L-cysteine at 448K
and L-methionine at 556K (see Table D.1) [38] [83]: The K-cell must be optimized
to provide controlled heating of amino acid powders below their decomposition tem-
peratures, and in a temperature range where adequate sublimation can be achieved.
Even for L-methionine, whose decomposition temperature is near the top end of the
range, adequate sublimation can be obtained at approximately 400K (see Chapter
6), so a temperature range of room temperature to 425K is optimal.
In order to study coverage dependent behavior of amino acids on metal surfaces,
such as Au(111), it is desirable to deposit known coverages from submonolayer (say
0:25ML) up to a few monolayers. Here, a full monolayer is dened as one adsorbate
atom per substrate atom. To provide reproducible low coverages such as these, one
needs controlled low deposition rates less than approximately 0:2Å= s, as shown in
Figure 5.1. The deposition rate is given by equations 2.26 and 2.22. These equations
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show that the deposition rate depends strongly on temperature. Thus the K-cell
must provide a reproducible and stable temperature (0:5K).
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Figure 5.1: Graph of deposition time as a function of deposition rate
for various monolayer coverages. At a deposition rate of 0.2Å= s, 0:25
ML is deposited in 15 s. The dashed line is drawn as a guide to the eye.
Here, a full monolayer is dened as one adsorbate atom per substrate
atom.
The sample in the RHK holder has an exposed diameter of 5mm and will be
located at the chamber center (see Figure 3.9). The QCM sensor has an e¤ective
diameter of 8:5mm, and will also be located at the chamber center when in use.
Table 5.1 shows the value of the exit angle  subtended at the sample or sensor edge
and of cos  for several source-sample distances L (see Figure 5.2). For L > 15mm,
cos  > 0:95 for both the sample and QCM. From the Knudsen Cosine Law (equation
2.26) we see that the ux of molecules at the edge of the sample/QCM will di¤er by
less than 5% compared to that at the center, leading to even coverage. A larger L
gives more even coverage, but also more unwanted deposition on the surroundings.
L should ideally be variable across the range 15 100mm so that the source-sample
distance can be optimized, the deposition rate varied (see equations 2.26 and 2.22),
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Ldθ
Sample or QCM
sensorAperture, A0
Figure 5.2: Deposition source and sample separation. Here L is the
source-sample distance and d is the sample/QCM diameter. For the
sample d = 5mm and for the QCM d = 8:5mm.
and the K-cell retracted when not in use. It is also desirable to be able to vary
A0 since this provides independent variation of the deposition rate (see equation
2.26). The center line of the K-cell should be aligned with the center line of the
sample/QCM, but a small (on the order of 1mm) misalignment is not critical since
cos  changes very slowly in the range 0  25 .
Table 5.1: E¤ects of source-sample distance on the cos  term in the
Knudsen Cosine Law. 1 and 2 are the angles subtended at the edges
of the sample and QCM sensor respectively (see Figure 5:2).
Distance L (mm) Sample 1 ( ) cos1 QCM 2 ( ) cos2
5 26.6 0.90 40.4 0.77
10 14.0 0.97 23.0 0.92
15 9.5 0.99 16.8 0.96
20 7.1 0.99 12.0 0.98
25 5.7 1.00 9.6 0.99
30 4.8 1.00 8.1 0.99
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A shutter is required on the K-cell to start and stop depositions, so they can last
for a well dened time. The shutter will also reduce unwanted deposition on other
parts of the chamber or equipment.
The K-cell must be mounted on a 2:75" ange, to be compatible with the ap-
propriate port on the UHV preparation chamber. The K-cell must also be fully
retractable when not in use, so as not to interfere with other equipment in the cham-
ber.
For convenience, the K-cell must be easy to use. It must be easy to control during
operation and easy to assemble and disassemble during maintenance. Maintenance
includes relling/changing the source material and cleaning of components. The K-
cell must also be easy to modify if necessary. For these purposes, it is desirable for
the K-cell components to be modular.
A critical factor in the design of the K-cell is that all components be ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) compatible, since it will be installed in the UHV preparation
chamber. This imposes severe limitations on the materials available for the K-cell
design. Many common electrical and construction materials (even some metals) are
not UHV compatible. Materials such as zinc, solder and plastic have high outgassing
rates (high vapour pressure) and cannot be used in UHV. Appropriate materials
include stainless steel, oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper, and ceramic
to name a few. In addition to being UHV compatible, materials must also have low
outgassing rates at the temperatures used during K-cell heating and bakeout (up to
425K).
5.2 Final Design
The K-cell was originally based on the design of Hutchings et al. for a K-cell for
evaporation of organic materials in the 450K temperature range [65]. Modications
were made to this design to suit our experimental setup.
A schematic diagram of the nal design is shown in Figure 5.3. The K-cell
consists of the following components: Knudsen oven, electrical connections and
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feedthrough, physical supports (support rods and collars, reducer ange), shutter
assembly (shutter, spring, rotary feedthrough, cluster ange), and linear motion
drive. Each of these components will be described in turn.
The Knudsen oven can be viewed in Figure 5.4. The Knudsen oven of consists of:
oven body, aperture, heater wire and insulation, back and front caps, and connections
for heater and thermocouple wire. The oven components were machined by the PEP
machine shop out of oxygen free high conductivity (OFHC) copper. This material
was chosen because of its high thermal conductivity and UHV compatibility [65].
Dimensions and drawings of each of the components of the oven can be found in
Appendix A. The Knudsen oven has a brick shape body approximately 1:5" x
0:75" x 0:75" in size (see Figure 5.4(i)). This shape was chosen for its ability to
provide electrical/physical isolation between the heater wire and the oven body. A
cylindrical cavity of diameter 0:25" and depth 1:25" is machined into the oven body
and can be loaded with amino acid powder.
The aperture is a circular disc 0:438" in diameter and 0:063" thick, with the
aperture hole directly in the center. Three aperture discs were machined, with
apertures of diameter 1mm, 2mm, and 3mm. To secure the aperture in place, a
circular slot was cut into the front of the Knudsen oven. The cap on the front of
the oven body holds the aperture in the slot. The Knudsen oven assembly can be
viewed in Figure 5.4(ii).
Heating is provided resistively via Ni40Cr60 wire (resistivity per unit length of
1:71
=m) with a 0:032" diameter (Mor Electric Heating Assoc., Inc.). The total
resistance of the heating circuit is 1:6
. Isolation of the heater wire is provided
with ceramic tubes (1:5" long and 0:125" diameter) placed at each of the four long
edges of the oven. The heater wire is wrapped tightly around the ceramic tubes.
Protrusion of the ceramic tubes above the four corners prevents the heater wire
from making physical/electrical contact with the oven body. The ceramic tubes are
secured via the two oven caps (see Figure A.3) that are screwed onto the ends of
the Knudsen oven (see Figure 5.4(ii)). The heater wire is also clamped at each end
between two sheets of mica to the Knudsen oven with a copper plate (see Figure
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Figure 5.3: Cross section of K-cell mounted on the UHV chamber.
The red and blue lines represent heater and thermocouple wires respec-
tively. The length of the assembly from the face of the reducer ange
to the far end of the Knudsen oven is 337mm. The separation from
the far end of the Knudsen oven to the shutter is 15mm. All of the
components are described in the text.
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Figure 5.4: The Knudsen oven. i) Fully assembled. The oven body
is 1:5" x 0:75" x 0:75" in size. ii) Assembly of Knudsen oven.
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Figure 5.5: Knudsen cell completely assembled and mounted
A.5 for dimensions) as shown in Figure 5.4(i). The mica is required for electrical
isolation. All screws used to secure components of the oven are made of stainless
steel.
Beryllium copper (BeCu) barrel connectors are attached to the ends of the heater
wire to connect the heater wire to the power lines (see Figures 5.4(i) and 5.5). The
power lines consist of 0:032" copper wire insulated with ceramic beads.
The thermocouple wire is 0:01" diameter type K. Up to the junction, the wire is
insulated with ceramic tubing. The junction is simply the two thermocouple wires
twisted together, and it is secured to the back of the Knudsen oven with a copper
plate (see Figure 5.4i). The power lines and thermocouple wires were connected to
the electrical feedthrough with BeCu barrel connectors.
The electrical feedthrough (see Figures 5.3 and 5.7, Datacomp Electronics Model
T31K1231502) has both power (rated for 15A and 1000V) and type K thermocouple
inputs on a 1:33" ange. The power input was insulated with ceramic beads.
It should be noted that ceramic is an ideal insulator in UHV because it has low
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outgassing rates. All wire, connectors and ceramics were ordered from Kurt J.
Lesker and Datacomp Electronics. Power for the K-cell is provided by a Lambda
Model GEN30-25 power supply (current range 0 25A and voltage range 0 30V).
A custom designed 2:75" - 1:33" reducer ange (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7) accom-
modates the electrical feedthrough and provides base support for the Knudsen oven.
The reducer ange was built by Datacomp Electronics. One 12" and two 10.5"
length threaded stainless steel rods (0:188diameter) are screwed into the reducer
ange to provide support for the oven. Their positions on the ange form the ver-
tices of an equilateral triangle. The support rods are encased in ceramic tubing to
prevent electrical contact with the power lines and to provide additional strength.
Two circular stainless steel support collars (see Figure A.6) are mounted to all three
rods to provide sti¤ness and as a guide for the wires and shutter (see Figure 5.5).
The support collars are attached to each of the support rods with two nuts. All
supports are designed to t through the 1:5" bore of the 2:75" ange. The lengths
of the support rods were chosen to allow positioning from out of the way to a source-
sample distance L = 15mm. The three rods and support collars are necessary to
support this long length (see Appendix C). A stainless steel centering bracket is
used to attach the Knudsen oven assembly to the 12" support rod. The centering
bracket is clamped to the support rod with two nuts (see Figure 5.5). The Knudsen
oven assembly is attached to the centering bracket with two nuts as well (see Figure
5.5). As shown in Figure 5.5, attached to the Knudsen oven assembly is a ceramic
stand o¤. This stand o¤ provides electrical isolation of the assembly from the rest
of the chamber.
The shutter is a 1:33" diameter stainless steel disk (0:031" thick) welded to the
end of a 10" long stainless steel rod (0:125" diameter). The rod passes through two
holes in the support collars that hold it in place and guide its motion. Transfer
of motion to this rod from a rotary feedthrough (MDC Vacuum Products Model
HTBRM   133, see Figure 5.7) mounted on a custom designed cluster ange (see
Figures 5.6 and 5.7) is provided by a stainless steel spring (PEP machine shop). Ini-
tially, a stainless steel universal joint provided manipulation. However the universal
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i) ii)
Figure 5.6: Custom anges. i) Custom designed cluster ange. The
additional port has a 1:33ange (0:5bore) for the rotary feedthrough
and is mounted at an inclination of 30  with respect to the bottom
ange. The main tubing has 2:75anges (1:5bore). See Figure A.1
for blueprints. ii) Custom designed reducer ange which reduces a
2:75ange to a 1:33ange(0:5bore). See Figure A.2 for blueprints.
Rotary
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Feedthrough
Electrical
Feedthrough
Reducer
Flange
Cluster
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Figure 5.7: Knudsen cell mounted on preparation chamber.
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joint did not provide a smooth enough transfer of motion. This caused the shutter
assembly to become jammed during opening/closing. The spring provides a good
transfer of motion. Opening and closing of the shutter assembly can be monitored
through the windows of the preparation chamber.
Source to sample distance is adjusted using a bellows style single axis compact z
stage linear feedthrough (model LTM   154) purchased from MDC Vacuum Prod-
ucts. The linear feedthrough has a 1:5" bore, 4" linear travel capability, and an
operating temperature as high as 503K. When fully retracted, the 4" linear travel
prevents the K-cell from interfering with other equipment in the preparation cham-
ber. The feedthrough is bolted onto the 2:75" ange on the preparation chamber
as shown in Figure 5.7.
The K-cell meets all of its design requirements. Reproducible and stable temper-
atures were achieved in the range 384 410K, as will be shown in section 6.2. Lower
or higher temperature in the range 300  425K may easily be achieved by an appro-
priate choice of heater currents. Deposition rates < 0:2Å= s were obtained for both
L-cysteine and L-methionine, as will also be discussed in section 6.2. The aperture in
the Knudsen oven can be changed allowing variation in aperture diameter A0. The
source-sample distance L is variable over the range 15   115mm, which covers the
required 15  100mm range. The support rod/collars adequately hold the Knudsen
oven in place (see Appendix C). The shutter provides a means of stopping a de-
position as well as reducing contamination of surrounding equipment. Throughout
experimentation, the K-cell was disassembled, cleaned, and then reassembled with
very few problems. A bakeout (383K for 24hours) was also performed with the
K-cell installed in the chamber. After the bakeout a pressure of 6:0 x 10 10 torr was
achieved. This means that the materials/components for the K-cell are all adequate
for UHV.
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5.3 Future Renements
As will be shown in Chapter 6, the K-cell is fully functional for controlled deposition
of an amino acid such as L-methionine, and meets the design requirements of Section
5.1. However there are several modications and additions to the K-cell that could
signicantly improve performance and ease of use.
Heating/stabilization times for the K-cell were quite long. Initial temperature
stabilization takes up to 300min (see section 6.2). Subsequent stabilization takes
in the neighbourhood of 100min. A much shorter stabilization time is required in
order for deposition and STM experiments to be performed on the sample during the
course of the day. The long stabilization times also result in unwanted contamination
of the chamber. These times for stabilization (especially the initial) would decrease
if the heater wire was in direct contact with the Knudsen oven since conductive, as
well as radiative, heating would occur. This was our initial design, and was tried
with Cu70Ni30 ceramic coated wire that was donated by Detakta. However, the
ceramic coating had a tendency to ake o¤ the wire. This created a problematic
path of conduction between the wire and Knudsen oven. Although we were not able
to obtain any for this project, heater wire with a more robust insulating layer than
that initially used would allow direct contact with the Knudsen oven. This would
increase the rate of heat transfer and as a result speed up the heating process and
decrease stabilization time.
As will be shown in section 6.4, contamination by outgassing from the K-cell
is evident. Fewer contaminants would be able to reach the sample if a cylindrical
tantalum shield with cover and aperture was placed around the Knudsen oven. This
shield would also act as a radiation shield to improve temperature stability and
decrease the stabilization time.
In order to further improve temperature stability, decrease stabilization time, and
make it easier to select the desired temperature, a proportional integral derivative
(PID) controller would be very helpful. PID controllers can be purchased commer-
cially and the addition of PID control to the K-cell would be a relatively simple
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modication.
A modication that would reduce the need for K-cell maintenance would be the
elimination of the ceramic beads on the copper wire that connects the heater wire
to the electrical feedthrough. Continuity tests before K-cell installation on the
preparation chamber rarely fail. However when failure occurs, it is almost always
due to the slipping of a ceramic bead leaving a small portion of copper wire exposed.
No matter how densely the beads are placed on the copper wire, experience has
shown that small portions of the copper wire are still exposed over time leaving a
possible path of electrical conduction. A solution to this problem would be the use
of berglass sleeving as insulation on the heater wires. Fiberglass sleeving could
also be used to insulate the BeCu barrel connectors, which would further reduce the
risk of unwanted short circuits.
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Chapter 6
Sublimation of L-Cysteine and L-Methionine
A series of experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of the K-cell,
and to characterize the e¤usion products during sublimation of L-cysteine and L-
methionine. This chapter starts out with an outline of the experimental procedures.
A discussion of the K-cell temperature as a function of time as well as temperature
range, reproducibility and stability. Deposition rates were obtained for L-cysteine
and L-methionine. The chapter ends with the results of the mass spectrometry and
heat of sublimation measurements for L-cysteine and L-methionine.
6.1 Experimental Procedure
L-cysteine (99.6% purity) was purchased fromMP Biomedicals Inc and L-methionine
(99% purity) was purchased from Alpha Aesar. Prior to a series of experiments,
the chamber was vented, and the K-cell removed and loaded with the amino acid
of interest. When switching from one amino acid to another, the Knudsen oven
was disassembled and cleaned. Cleaning involved submerging the components of
the Knudsen oven in isopropyl alcohol and placing in an ultra-sonic bath. The
main Knudsen oven chamber was placed in the ultrasonic bath for 45min. The
inside of the chamber was then scrubbed with a Kim wipe and placed in the ultra-
sonic bath for another 30min. Other components were placed in the ultra-sonic
bath for 15min. The Knudsen oven was then loaded with the new amino acid and
assembled. All loading and assembly was done using gloves and clean tools. After
assembly, the alignment of the Knudsen oven was checked (by eye) to make sure that
the aperture was on the ange centerline. Prior to installation of the K-cell to the
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preparation chamber, continuity tests were performed on the K-cell. A continuity
test consisted of placing an electrical lead of a digital voltmeter on one of the power
inputs of the electrical feedthrough. The other electrical lead was then attached to
the Knudsen oven or the linear feedthrough. If the digital voltmeter read an open
circuit, the continuity test was passed. After installation of the Knudsen cell on
the preparation chamber, the continuity test with the linear feedthrough was always
performed again.
The preparation chamber was then pumped down overnight. Pumpdown typ-
ically achieved a pressure of 5:0 x 10 9 torr. The K-cell had to be removed from
the vacuum frequently during the experiments. Since a pressure in the 10 9 torr
range was su¢ cient for these experiments, the chamber was not baked out. After
the initial pumpdown, the K-cell was heated to 383K for the purpose of degassing
atmospheric contaminants such as H2O. The K-cell was then allowed to cool back
to room temperature. Experiments followed.
6.2 Knudsen Cell Temperature
In order to study temperature dependence, the K-cell was heated by setting the
current to a xed value and measuring temperature as a function of time until a
stable temperature was reached. Figure 6.1 shows results for heater currents of
1:60A and 2:00A. Each of the data trends are tted with an exponential of the
form
T (t) = y0 + A0:e
  t
 (6.1)
where T (t) is the temperature of the K-cell, t is the time and y0, A0, and  are
adjustable parameters. The data was tted using Origin Pro v7.5 [84] [85] [86] [87].
Table 6.1 shows the values of each tting parameter for both ts. As can be seen in
Figure 6.1, the stabilization times for the K-cell are quite long. This is likely due to
the radiative heating (wire not touching oven) and relatively large mass of the oven.
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Table 6.1: Temperature-time dependence tting parameters
Parameter 1:60A 2:00A
y0 387:3 0:4 412:9 0:3
A0  84:1 0:5  115:2 0:4
 84:6 1:5 74:7 0:8
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Figure 6.1: Knudsen cell temperature as a function of time for di¤er-
ent heater currents.
Table 6.2 shows the stabilized Knudsen cell temperature for various heater cur-
rents. For the 2:00A current, the temperature was allowed to stabilize for 275  
300min. Stabilized temperatures for lower currents were obtained by decreasing the
current to the desired value, and letting the temperature stabilize for 100min. Tem-
peratures from 384K 410K can be obtained using heater currents of 1:60A 2:00A.
The temperature can easily be controlled in this range or for lower or higher tempera-
tures by choosing an appropriate heater current. The maximum heater current tried
during these experiments was 4:50A resulting in a K-cell temperature of 426K after
55min. Therefore by choosing an appropriate current less than 4:50A, the K-cell
temperature can be controlled over the required temperature range of 300K 425K.
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Table 6.2: Stabilization temperatures of Knudsen cell. The temper-
atures are averaged over six runs, and the uncertainties are calculated
by subtracting the smallest value from the biggest and dividing by two.
The resistance of the heating circuit is 1:6

Heating Current (A) Heating Power (W) Stabilized Temperature (K)
2.00 6.4 410.2  0.3
1.90 5.8 406.7  0.4
1.80 5.2 401.2  0.5
1.70 4.6 395.6  0.2
1.60 4.1 384.3  0.2
As shown in Table 6.2, the temperature for a given current is reproducible to
within 0:5K as required. The temperatures reported in Table 6.2 were found to
be stable within 0:5K over a measured period of 5   10min, also meeting design
requirements.
6.3 Deposition Rate
Figure 6.2 displays the K-cell deposition rate as a function of temperature for L-
cysteine and L-methionine. For data collection, the current was set, then the K-cell
temperature and deposition rate was recorded at intervals of 1 3min during heating.
It should be noted that the data in Figure 6.2 were taken while the temperature was
increasing, so the system was not yet in equilibrium. As shown in Figure 6.2, there is
a strong increase of deposition rate with temperature, as expected, since deposition
rate depends on pressure which is proportional to exp
  H
RT

from equation 2.43.
The onset temperature of sublimation is seen to be slightly higher for L-methionine
than for L-cysteine.
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the deposition rates that were achieved for various heater
currents for L-cysteine and L-methionine respectively, using a 1mm diameter aper-
ture and with L = 15mm. For each of these experiments, the temperature was
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Figure 6.2: Knudsen cell deposition rate as a function of temperature.
For both trends, the K-cell has a 2mm aperture and a heating current
of 2:60A. L was set to 15 2mm.
allowed to stabilize before measurements were recorded (procedure and data collec-
tion as outlined in section 6.5). Removal of mica insulation from under the heater
wires and reassembly between the L-cysteine and L-methionine experiments resulted
in improved temperature stability, as is evident in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. For L-cysteine,
the deposition rates are much higher than for L-methionine at similar temperatures.
This can be expected given that L-methionine has a higher decomposition temper-
ature (see Appendix D) and Figure 6.2 shows that the onset of sublimation is at a
higher temperature for L-methionine.
The deposition rates of . 0:2Å= s specied in the design requirements (section
5.1) are easily achievable as can be seen from Tables 6.3 and 6.4. If even lower de-
position rates are needed, they can be achieved by using either lower heater currents
or by increasing the source-sample distance L. For example, according to equation
2.26 increasing L from 15mm to 20mm would cut the deposition rate in half.
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Table 6.3: Deposition rates for L-cysteine for a 1mm diameter aper-
ture and L=15mm. The deposition rates were averaged over ve runs.
The largest and smallest values were removed from each data set prior
to averaging.
Current (A) Temperature (K) Deposition Rate (Å/s)
2.00 411.9  2.3 2.52  0.23
1.80 404.3  1.0 1.05  0.02
1.60 390.8  1.0 0.23  0.05
1.40 380.6  1.4 0.08  0.01
Table 6.4: Deposition rates for L-methionine for a 1mm diameter
aperture and L=15mm. The deposition rates were averaged over seven
runs. The largest and smallest values were removed from each data set
prior to averaging.
Current (A) Temperature (K) Deposition Rate (Å/s)
2.00 410.2  0.3 0.53  0.08
1.90 406.7  0.4 0.37  0.07
1.80 401.2  0.5 0.20  0.04
1.70 395.6  0.2 0.10  0.01
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6.4 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry was performed in order to determine whether or not there was
any contamination and/or decomposition of the amino acids e¤using from the K-
cell. Mass spectrometry is a valuable tool in the identication and characterization
of small quantities of amino acids [88]. Experiments were performed using a HAL
301 RIC PIC-RGA electron impact (EI) quadrupole mass spectrometer from Hiden
Analytical Ltd. The acquired spectra were compared to previous EI mass spec-
trometry results, and to results from chemical ionization (CI) mass spectrometry
and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).
Before the rst experiment, the K-cell was cleaned, loaded, installed, pumped
down, and degassed as described in section 6.1. The pressure in the chamber was
3:8 x 10 9 torr after degassing. During an experiment, the pressure would reach 1:7
x 10 8 torr at the most.
The laments of the mass spectrometer were each degassed for 15min before any
data was acquired, in order to remove any contamination from previous runs. The
impact energy was set to 70 eV. All EI mass spectrometry scans consisted of ve
iterations. The iterations were averaged to produce a single spectrum. A K-cell
aperture 1mm in diameter was used for both mass spectrometry studies.
6.4.1 L-Cysteine
A background spectrum was obtained just before heating the K-cell. The K-cell
was then heated to 403K by setting the current to 2:00A and leaving it to heat
for 200min. Spectra were then obtained with the shutter closed, and 3min after
opening the shutter. These spectra are shown in Figure 6.3.
In an unbaked UHV chamber, the main residual gases present are H2, H2O,
CO2, and CO. N2 and O2 would be present if there was a leak in the UHV chamber.
Figure 6.3(i) is a spectrum with the K-cell at room temperature. It is dominated by
the gases expected in an unbaked UHV chamber. Peaks at m=z = 16  17 indicate
the presence of CH4 and NH3. There is also H2S (m=z = 32  34) in the chamber.
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In addition to these, decomposition products of L-cysteine, larger fragments, such
as those at m=z = 74, 75, and 76 are also present.
When the K-cell was heated but the shutter remained closed , all peaks increased
in intensity as shown in Figure 6.3(ii). Even though the closed shutter prevents
line of sight e¤usion into the mass spectrometer, it does not seal the K-cell, and
e¤usion products are still entering the chamber. The greatest relative increase in
intensity upon heating the K-cell was inH2S. This could be due to decomposition of
L-cysteine when heated in the K-cell or to decomposition of L-cysteine adsorbed on
the outside of the K-cell. The peak at m=z = 17 also increases relative to m=z = 18.
This means NH3 is increasing relative to H2O.
When opening the shutter (see Figure 6.3(iii)), the most signicant increases
occur in H2S (m=z = 32 to 34) and in L-cysteine fragments (m=z = 59 and 74 76).
The largeH2S peak and its further increase suggests that decomposition of L-cysteine
is occurring in the K-cell. Further increases in the background peaks at m=z 
50 could be due to degassing from the front of the K-cell exposed by the open
shutter, and to decomposition of L-cysteine, as well as to a small temperature increase
between 6.3(ii) and (iii). An increase in peaks m=z  50 is present after opening the
shutter (note that not all are visible in Figure 6.3). This is evidence that e¤usion
of L-cysteine is taking place.
Figure 6.4 shows the mass spectrum from Figure 6.3(iii) scaled for comparison
with results compiled by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
[89]. The spectra were scaled so that the intensities of the peaks at m=z = 76 were
the same. The NIST spectrum was obtained by EI mass spectrometry at 70 eV, and
shows the relative intensities of fragments detected by the mass spectrometer after
electron impact ionization of L-cysteine.
The spectra are in relatively good agreement for m=z > 50, although there are
some di¤erences in relative intensity. For m=z < 50, our spectrum is dominated by
background gases such as H2O, CO2, and CO. The very large H2S peak in our
spectrum is an indication of L-cysteine decomposition.
The high intensity of background peaks and some di¤erences in relative intensity
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Figure 6.3: L-cysteine mass spectra. i) Unheated K-cell (background)
ii) Heated K-cell with shutter closed iii) Heated K-cell with shutter
opened. Heated to 403K. The labels on selected peaks represent the
parent molecules.
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may be attributed to the unfavourable geometry of our experiment. The mass
spectrometer was positioned on the UHV preparation chamber for other experiments,
and unfortunately it is just catching the edge of e¤usion from the K-cell (see Figure
3.9). E¤usion products are thus entering the mass spectrometer aperture at a
shallow angle.
Although the reported decomposition temperature of L-cysteine (448K) is al-
most 50K greater than our experimental temperature [83], unexpected L-cysteine
decomposition has been reported in past studies. Junk et al. were unable to acquire
unique reproducible mass spectra of cystine (two L-cysteine molecules joined by a
disulde bond); they concluded that their observations were due to decomposition
products [90]. Sabbah et al. were unable to obtain heat of sublimation measure-
ments for L-cysteine, which was attributed to L-cysteine decomposition at < 448K
in vacuum. Prince et al. attempted K-cell e¤usion of L-cysteine for gas phase pho-
toemission using both stainless steel and aluminum crucibles; they found that their
mass spectrum was dominated by H2S [91].
In order to identify the peaks in our mass spectra, our L-cysteine results were
compared to previous electron impact mass spectrometry studies performed by Bie-
mann et al. [92], and chemical ionization (CI) mass spectrometry performed by
Milne et al. [93]. CI mass spectrometry does not use high energy electron bombard-
ment to generate ions. Rather it involves the transfer of a proton, electron, or other
charged species between reactants to generate ions. Milne et al. used methane as
the reactant gas for their studies of amino acids. Because of the di¤erent ionization
techniques, the relative intensities of fragments can be quite di¤erent in EI and CI
mass spectrometry, but many of the same peaks are observed. Neither Biemann et
al. nor Milne et al. reported decomposition, but Biemann et al. used more stable
amino acid derivatives (ethyl esters) for their study, and Milne et al : claimed that
the addition of a proton in their CI mass spectrometry stabilized the L-cysteine
molecule.
A summary of the main peaks that we observed, along with the previous studies
which found the same peaks is shown in Table 6.5. The molar mass of L-cysteine
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of measured L-cysteine mass spectrum with
NIST spectrum. The blue rectangle indicates the area of the top
spectrum that has been zoomed (displayed on the bottom). Both
spectra used an impact energy of 70 eV. The labels on selected peaks
represent the parent molecules.
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Table 6.5: L-cysteine mass spectrometry peaks
m/z Peak/Fragmentation Observer(s)
121 Parent Ion P EI [89], CI [93], SIMS [94],
88 P  H2S CI [93], SIMS [94]
87 P  NH3  OH EI [89], SIMS [94]
86 P  NH3  H2O EI [89], SIMS [94]
76 P   COOH EI [89], CI[93], SIMS [94]
75 P   COOH2 EI [89], CI [93]
74 P   CH2S EI [89], CI[93], SIMS [94]
59 (P   COOH) NH3 EI [89], CI [93], SIMS [94]
is 121amu. The parent ion P (m=z = 121) is visible. The expulsion of H2S
(m=z = 34) from the parent ion yields a peak at m=z = 88. This was not observed
in the NIST data or by Biemann et al., but it was seen by Milne et al. and Leggett
et al. It is clear in this work. A loss of ammonia (NH3) and OH results in a peak
at m=z = 87 [89]. Losses of both NH3 and H2O yield a peak at m=z = 86 [89].
These peaks are seen in the NIST data. The m=z = 76 fragment corresponds to a
loss of COOH. Further fragmentation (loss of NH3) of this ion produces a peak
at m=z = 59 [89]. Both peaks were observed by Biemann et al. [92]. A peak at
m=z = 74 corresponds to a loss of CH2S [89] [92]. The loss of COOH2 results in
the m=z = 75 peak [89] [93].
Leggett et al. performed SIMS mass spectrometry on L-cysteine [94]. In their
SIMS experiment, crystalline L-cysteine was bombarded with Cs+ or O+2 ions. L-
cysteine molecules and fragments removed by this bombardment were then detected.
With the exception of the P   COOH2 (m=z = 75) peak, Leggett et al. observed
all the peaks that are listed in Table 6.5.
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6.4.2 L-Methionine
The same method for mass spectrometry data collection was used for L-methionine
as for L-cysteine. Figure 6.5(i) shows a spectrum of the K-cell at room temperature
before heating. As in Figure 6.3(i), the spectrum is dominated by background gases
expected in an unbaked UHV chamber. Note that the y-axis scale is only half
that of Figure 6.3(i) and the intensities of the H2, H2O, and CO2 peaks are lower,
indicating a cleaner UHV chamber for this experiment. There is also much less H2S
(m=z = 32  34). Only a very small number of L-methionine fragments are visible
at m=z > 50.
Figure 6.5(ii) shows the spectrum obtained with the K-cell heated to 403K and
the shutter closed. The most signicant increases are in the levels of H2 and H2O,
likely due to the desorption of atmospheric contaminants from the Knudsen oven.
There is no signicant increase inm=z  50 when heating the K-cell with the shutter
closed, and only a very small increase in H2S.
The spectrum with the shutter open shows an increase in L-methionine fragments
at m=z  50 (note that not all are visible in Figure 6.5(iii)). Unlike the L-cysteine
spectra, there is only a very subtle increase in peaks at m=z  50, such as H2S.
Together this implies that there is L-methionine e¤using from the K-cell and that
no signicant decomposition is occurring in the heating process.
Figure 6.6 shows our mass spectrum of L-methionine scaled to that from the
NIST database [89]. Like our mass spectrum, the NIST spectrum was obtained
by EI mass spectrometry at an impact energy of 70 eV. The spectra were scaled so
that the intensities of the peak at m=z = 61 were the same. The intensity of our L-
methionine peaks is very low compared to the background gases, indicating that only
a small amount of L-methionine is reaching the mass spectrometer. This is due to
the unfavourable geometry and to the relatively low e¤usion rates of L-methionine at
the temperatures used. Form=z > 50, the spectra agree relatively well, although the
relative intensities of the di¤erent fragments (particularly at m=z > 100) are not the
same. Our intensities for the high m=z fragments are lower than expected. We also
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Figure 6.5: L-methionine mass spectra. i) Unheated K-cell ii) Heated
K-cell with shutter closed iii) Heated K-cell with shutter opened. The
K-cell was heated to 403K. The labels on selected peaks represent the
parent molecules.
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see a high intensity atm=z = 130 and 148 rather than 131 and 149. These di¤erences
in intensity may be due to di¤erent conditions inside our mass spectrometer ionizing
chamber (relative high pressure of background gases compared to the low pressure
of L-methionine) compared to previous studies.
In order to identify the peaks in Figure 6.5, our results were compared to those
from EI mass spectrometry studies performed by Junk et al. and Biemann et al.,
and CI mass spectrometry studies performed by Milne et al. [92] [90] [93]. The
molar mass of L-methionine is 149amu. A peak at m=z = 148 is clearly visible.
The di¤erence in m=z from the molar mass of L- methionine would be due to a
loss of hydrogen. A very faint peak at m=z = 149 is also present. A loss of H2O
from the parent ion P results in a peak at m=z = 131. It is worth mentioning
that our work also has a visible peak at m=z = 130. This could be due to the loss
of an additional hydrogen from the P   H2O ion. The P   H2O ion fragments to
produce C4H6NO2 at m=z = 83 and CH3SH at m=z = 48 [90]. These peaks are
not present in the NIST spectrum but were seen by Junk et. al. and are found in
our data. The m=z = 104 peak is the result of a loss of the carboxyl (COOH) group
from the parent ion [90]. The ion P   COOH ion at m=z = 104 can lose CH3SH
which leaves an intense peak at m=z = 56 [92]. This same fragmentation pattern
was also found in CI mass spectrometry studies performed by Milne et al. [93].
The observed peaks at m=z = 74 and m=z = 75 correspond to CH3SCH2CH and
CH3SCH2CH2 fragments respectively [89] [90] [92] . An intense peak at m=z = 61
represents CH3SCH2 [89] [90] [92]. A summary of the observed peaks is shown in
Table 6.6. These results appear to be in good agreement with previous EI mass
spectrometry results performed by Biemann et al. and Junk et al.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of measured L-methionine mass spectrum
with NIST spectrum. The blue rectangle indicates the area of the
top spectrum that has been zoomed (displayed on the bottom). Both
spectra used an impact energy of 70 eV. The labels on selected peaks
represent the parent molecules.
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Table 6.6: L-Methionine mass spectrometry peaks
m=z Peak/Fragmentation Observer(s)
149 Parent Ion P EI [89] [90]
148 P  H EI [92]
131 P  H2O EI [89] [90]
104 P   COOH EI [89] [90] [92], CI [93]
83 P   CH6NO2 EI [90]
75 P   C2H4NO2 EI [89] [90]
74 P   C2H5NO2 EI [89] [90] [92]
61 P   C3H6NO2 EI [89] [90] [92]
56 (P   COOH)  CH3SH EI [89] [90] [92], CI [93]
48 CH3SH EI [90]
6.5 Heat of Sublimation
As discussed in section 2.4.3, e¤usion from a K-cell can be used together with a quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM) to estimate the heat of sublimation of the material
undergoing e¤usion. In this section, heat of sublimation measurements for L-cysteine
and L-methionine will be described, and results compared to previous work.
Prior to experimentation, the K-cell was treated in the same manner (cleaned,
loaded, pumped down, degassed) described in section 6.1. Chamber pressure was
similar before (3:8 x 10 9 torr) and during (1:7 x 10 8 torr) experimentation as with
mass spectrometry.
The experimental procedure was based on that of Hutchings et al. [65]. The
K-cell was initially heated with a maximum current of 2:00A. The temperature
was allowed to stabilize. Upon stabilization, the temperature T and deposition
rate @
@t
were recorded for a period no less than 5min. The heater current was
then lowered 0:10A or 0:20A and the temperature allowed to stabilize. Recording
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Table 6.7: Density and molecular mass for L-cysteine and L-
methionine
Amino Acid Density ( kg=m3) Molecular Mass ( kg)
L-cysteine 1756 [95] 2:01 x 10 25
L-methionine 1220 [96] 2:48 x 10 25
of data proceeded. Initial stabilization time(s) took 300   600min. Subsequent
stabilization time(s) took in the neighbourhood of 100min. A single deposition
experiment consisted of four (sometimes 3) data points [65]. Twelve deposition runs
were performed for L-cysteine and seven for L-methionine. The minimum current
used was 1:50A. For all depositions, the K-cell had a 1mm diameter aperture. The
source-sample distance was set to L = 15mm for all experiments except for three
L-cysteine cysteine experiments at L = 75mm and 85mm.
The data analysis follows the theory described in Section 2.4.3. Specically
equations 2.51 and 2.52 were used to calculate the pressure p inside the K-cell, with
L = 15mm and
A0 = 

d
2
2
(6.2)
where d = 1mm. A plot of ln(p) vs. 1
T
was made for each deposition run, and
yielded a straight line as expected. The error bars were calculated using equation
2.55, with T = 0:1K, and (@
@t
) = 0:02  0:04Å= s (the uncertainties were based on
the variations in T and @
@t
over the period of data collection). The slope of the line
was calculated using a least squares t (Origin v7.5) [84] [85] [86] [87]. The heat of
sublimation H was calculated using equations 2.57 and 2.58.
A typical plot of ln(p) vs. 1
T
for L-cysteine is shown in Figure 6.7. The data points
lie on a straight line, as expected from the exponential dependence of p on 1
T
in the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The results for the heat of sublimation of L-cysteine
are shown in Figure 6.8. Each result was obtained from a separate experiment as
described above. The heat of sublimation results for L-cysteine are scattered over the
range 130:7 kJ=mol 197:0 kJ=mol, with an average of 168:333:2 kJ=mol. Ga¤ney
et al. measured the heat of sublimation of amino acids using rapid heating proton
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Figure 6.7: Natural logarithm of pressure as a function of inverse of
temperature for L-cysteine
transfer mass spectrometry, and found a heat of sublimation of 96:2  4:2 kJ=mol
for L-cysteine, signicantly lower than our results [97]. Sabbah et al. were unable
to determine a heat of sublimation for L-cysteine because of its low decomposition
temperature (448K) which they found decreased when L-cysteine was under vacuum
[83]. Our results for L-cysteine are widely scattered, although there do appear to be
groups of a few consistent results. The chamber was vented twice (see Figure 6.8) to
x thermocouple problems. There was no obvious e¤ect on our results. In order to
check the possibility that heating of the QCM by the K-cell was a¤ecting the results,
three experiments were performed with a greater L (see Figure 6.8); again no e¤ect.
Ga¤ney et al. notes that heats of sublimation depend on the environment of the
molecule in the solid, and thus on sample purity and on the presence of competitive
decomposition reactions [97]. Since our mass spectrometry results suggest that
L-cysteine is decomposing, we cannot expect our heat of sublimation results to be
reliable.
The same experimental method and data analysis were used for L-methionine
deposition runs. Figure 6.9 shows a plot of ln(p) vs. 1
T
for L-methionine deposition,
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Figure 6.8: Heat of sublimation results for L-cysteine
which produces a linear graph as expected.
The heat of sublimation results for L-methionine are shown in Figure 6.10. They
are scattered over the range 147:3 kJ=mol 167:5 kJ=mol with an average of 156:5
10:1 kJ=mol. These results have a much smaller scatter than those for L-cysteine.
Our results for L-methionine are all higher than those reported by Ga¤ney et al.
using rapid heating proton transfer mass spectrometry [97] and Svec et al. using
e¤usion from an aluminum K-cell [98], but they are in agreement with those of
Sabbah et al. who determined the heat of sublimation using an e¤usion cell and
calorimeter [83]. The better quality results obtained for L-methionine compared to
L-cysteine are consistent with the mass spectrometry results, which did not show
any decomposition for L-methionine.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The installation of a UHV preparation chamber, preparation and STM imaging
of Au(111) substrates, and the design of a K-cell for the deposition of amino acids
have been described in this thesis. The performance of the K-cell was characterized
by performing mass spectrometry and heat of sublimation studies on L-cysteine and
L-methionine. In this chapter, a summary of accomplishments, conclusions and
suggestions for future work will be presented.
7.1 Installation of Ultra-High Vacuum Prepara-
tion Chamber
The installation and commissioning of a UHV preparation chamber designed by Dr.
Katie Mitchell and built by Torrovap Industries Inc. was successful. The preparation
chamber is connected to the RHK UHV STM chamber via a gate valve. The two
chambers have separate pumping systems, allowing them to operate independently.
The ion pump, turbo pump, transfer arm, sample head manipulator, LEED, K-cell,
mass spectrometer, QCM, OCI ion gun, and gas handling line were all successfully
installed on the preparation chamber. Components such as the four-way evaporator
and very low energy ion source have yet to be installed. Bakeout at 383K for 24
hours with all installed components yielded a pressure of 6:0 x 10 10 torr which is
within UHV requirements. The preparation chamber was subsequently used for all
experiments involving the K-cell, QCM, and mass spectrometer.
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7.2 Preparation and Scanning TunnelingMicroscopy
Imaging of Au(111)
Preparation and STM imaging of Au(111) substrates were performed. The feasibility
of producing our own substrates as opposed to purchasing commercial substrates was
investigated. Tunneling conditions to maximize the success rate of acquiring high-
resolution images were determined.
The images of the homemade Au(111) substrates (see Figure 4.3) did contain
some of the triangular features typical of a Au(111) substrate. However, the surface
quality was poor overall. We were unable to acquire high resolution images of
"herringbone" reconstruction or individual atoms. A cross section of the surface (see
Figure 4.4) shows that over a horizontal distance of approximately 4000Å, there is
a corrugation of 2000Å. The surface lacks large the at terraces which are required
for it to be a suitable substrate for the deposition of amino acids. Thus commercial
Au(111) substrates were purchased from Molecular Imaging Corp.
The STM imaging of commercial Au(111) substrates yielded images of large at
terraces as well as high resolution images of both "herringbone" reconstruction and
individual atoms (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively). We found individual and
paired line separations to be 43  3Å and 63  3Å respectively. This agrees with
the 44Å and 64Å observed experimentally and with the calculated size of 63:4Å
for the (22 x
p
3) unit cell along [110] [33]. We also were successful in acquiring
images of individual atoms, as shown in Figure 4.8. The average spacing of the
surface atoms was found to be 2:66  0:11Å. This separation is smaller than that
of an ideally terminated surface, which is 2:88Å. This can be expected due to the
fact that an Au(111) surface undergoes contraction during the reconstruction process
[35]. The expected hexagonal pattern of the surface atoms was slightly distorted.
The distortion is partly due to drift in the piezoelectric tubes of the STM and partly
a result of surface reconstruction. Due to the large at terraces and high resolution
images obtained, the commercial Au(111) substrates were deemed suitable for the
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deposition of amino acids.
There were some common conditions found during scanning that increase the
chance of success of acquiring high resolution Au(111) STM images. This includes
always imaging in a baked chamber. The bias voltage should always be fairly low
(0:025V  0:050V) and the tunneling current in the range 0:9 nA   1:2 nA. A fast
scan speed of 30-50ms/line along with the maximum setting on the z position A/D
gain should be used.
7.3 Design of Knudsen Cell
The primary goal of this project was the design of a K-cell for sublimation of amino
acids. The K-cell met all of the design requirements outlined in section 5.1.
The K-cell produced stable and reproducible temperatures in the range from
room temperature to 425K as discussed in section 6.2. When the temperature
was allowed to stabilize with a specic heater current, the temperature was always
within 0:5K of a previous stabilization using the same heater current (see Table
6.2). Over a period of at least 5min, these temperatures were stable to 0:5K.
Reproducible deposition rates were obtained for both L-cysteine and L-methionine
at < 0:20Å= s as shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, and as required in order to obtain
low coverage deposition. The shutter also allows the depositions to be controlled
for a well-dened time. This is essential in controlling the quantity of amino acid
deposited on the surface.
The in-vacuum length of the K-cell and the linear motion feedthrough allow
source-sample distance L to be varied over 15   115mm. This allows L to be
optimized for deposition rate and even sample coverage, and the K-cell to be retracted
when not in use. The aperture can be changed easily and aperture disks have been
machined with 1, 2, and 3mm diameter apertures.
When loading the K-cell with another amino acid, assembly/disassembly, cleaning
and loading can be done relatively quickly and easily, as required. The K-cell also
underwent a bakeout at 383K for 24 hours with the rest of the UHV chamber.
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Although the K-cell meets its design requirements, there are several modications
and additions that could improve its performance. These are described in section 5.1
and will be summarized here. Improvements are the addition of a PID controller,
tantalum heat shield, and berglass sleeving on the power lines and BeCu barrel
connectors.
7.4 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry studies were performed in order to characterize the K-cell e¤u-
sion products at a temperature of 403K. For both L-cysteine and L-methionine,
background gases such as H2, H2O, CO, and CO2 dominated the spectra. This was
due to lack of bakeout, unfavourable geometry, and low deposition rates.
For L-cysteine, the fragmentation (peaks and intensities) compared to NIST were
in fairly good agreement (see Figure 6.4) [89]. Peaks were identied by comparison
with EI, CI and SIMS (see Table 6.5) [89] [92] [93] [94]. A very large H2S peak is an
indication of L-cysteine decomposition, consistent with previous reports (see section
6.4). This emphasizes the need for care in interpreting STM and other studies
of L-cysteine overlayers deposited in vacuum. A future experiment that would be
interesting would be to attempt sublimation at a lower temperature or to use a less
reactive oven material (glass).
The fragmentation pattern of L-methionine compared to NIST is in fairly good
agreement (see Figure 6.6) [89]. The intensities are not all in agreement with
NIST. This is likely due to di¤erent experimental conditions (low deposition rate,
unfavourable geometry). The peaks were identied by comparison to EI and CI
(see Table 6.6) [89] [90] [92] [93]. There was no evidence of decomposition of L-
methionine, also consistent with other reports (see section 6.4).
In the future performing the same experiment in a baked UHV chamber would be
useful in order to reduce the intensity of background gases in the spectra. Although
it is not feasible in this thesis, performing the experiment with the K-cell in a direct
line of site of the mass spectrometer would also be advantageous. This would mean
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a greater quantity of the amino acid would enter the mass spectrometer and increase
the intensity of peaks that are a direct result of K-cell e¤usion (m=z > 50).
7.5 Heat of Sublimation
The heats of sublimation for L-cysteine and L-methionine were measured using the
K-cell and QCM, as described in section 6.5. For both L-cysteine and L-methionine,
plots of ln p vs. 1
T
were linear, as expected from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
The heat of sublimation results for L-cysteine (see Figure 6.8) were scattered in the
range 130:7  197:0 kJ=mol with an average of 168:3 33:2 kJ=mol. Our results are
all higher than the value of 96:2 4:2 kJ=mol reported by Ga¤ney et al.[97]. Given
that our mass spectrometry results for L-cysteine suggest thermal decomposition,
we would not expect to measure an accurate heat of sublimation, since heat of
sublimation is sensitive to sample environment and purity [97] [83].
Results for the heat of sublimation for L-methionine are scattered in the range
147:3   167:5 kJ=mol with an average of 156:5  10:1 kJ=mol. The scattering of
results is lower than for L-cysteine. Our results are in best agreement with those of
Sabbah et al. who reported a heat of sublimation of 164 4 kJ=mol [83].
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Blueprints of Knudsen Cell Components
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Appendix B
Commercial Parts for Knudsen Cell
Table B.1: Commercial parts for Knudsen cell
Component Manufacturer Reference
Linear Feedthrough MDC Vacuum Products LTM-154
Rotary Feedthrough MDC Vacuum Products HTBRM-133
Electrical Feedthrough Datacomp Electronics T31K1231502
Ceramics Datacomp Electronics EFS110-20-1000
BeCu Barrel Connectors Kurt J. Lesker FTAIBC058
Thermocouple Wire Kurt J. Lesker FTAWKU32
Power Line Wire Kurt J. Lesker FTAWCU32
Heater Wire Mor Electric Heating Assoc., Inc 19GA-NI60
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Appendix C
Support Rod Deflection of Knudsen Cell
The Knudsen cell (K-cell) should be aligned with its centerline in the horizontal
plane. A small deviation (on the order of 1mm or less) is acceptable. The maximum
deviation of the K-cell aperture from the horizontal center line was estimated by
assuming the weight of the K-cell was divided evenly between the three support
rods. The equation (see Figure C.1) for the deection of a support rod is
ymax =
FL3
3EI
(C.1)
where F is the force on the beam, L is the length of the beam, E is the elastic
modulus of the material the support rod is made of (in this case stainless steel), and
I is the moment of inertia of the beam [99]. The moment of inertia of a cylindrical
support rod is
I = 
r4
4
(C.2)
where r is the radius of the cylindrical support rod [99].
ymax
L
F
Figure C.1: Deection of cylindrical support rod
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The mass of the Knudsen oven is 200 g. The support rod has a length L = 0:293m
and a radius r = 0:00238m: Using equation C.1 and
F = mg (C.3)
=

0:200 kg
3

(9:81m= s2)
= 0:65N
with equation C.2
I =
(0:00238m)4
4
(C.4)
= 2:52 x 10 11m4
the deection of the support rod is
ymax =
(0:65N)(0:293m)3
3(190GPa)(2:52 x 10 11m4)
(C.5)
= 1:1mm
The value of the elastic modulus E for stainless steel was taken from Riley et.
al.[99]. The alignment was also checked by eye and the deection was not noticeable.
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Appendix D
Amino Acid Decomposition Temperatures
All decomposition temperatures are taken from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics [38] unless referenced otherwise.
Table D.1: Decomposition temperatures of amino acids.
Name Chemical Formula Decomp. Temp. (K)
Alanine CH3-CH(NH2)-COOH 587
Arginine HN=C(NH2)-NH-(CH2)3-CH(NH2)-COOH 517
Asparagine H2N-CO-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 509
Cysteine HS-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 513;[38] 448 [83]
Glutamine H2N-CO-(CH2)2-CH(NH2)-COOH 458
Glycine NH2-CH2-COOH 535
Histidine NH-CH=N-CH=C-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 557
Isoleucine CH3-CH2-CH(CH3)-CH(NH2)-COOH 558
Leucine (CH3)2-CH-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 568
Lysine H2N-(CH2)4-CH(NH2)-COOH 498
Methionine CH3-S-(CH2)2-CH(NH2)-COOH 556
Phenylalanine Ph-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 556
Proline NH-(CH2)3-CH-COOH 493
Serine HO-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 501
Threonine CH3-CH(OH)-CH(NH2)-COOH 508
Tryptophan Ph-NH-CH=C-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 563
Tyrosine HO-Ph-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH 615
Valine (CH3)2-CH-CH(NH2)-COOH 588
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